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Consortium Presentation Condemned
By Lindsay Mann
The faculty will hear two resolutions
concerning the Greater Hartford Con-
sortium for Higher Education at their
regular meeting this afternoon.
The Trinity chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) will distribute a resolution passed
Thursday expressing opposition to "the
manner in which the idea of a consortium
was presented to the faculty" two weeks
ago.
The faculty's Committee on Committees
will present a request that the ad-
ministration give the faculty additional
information on the authority and respon-
sibility of the Consortium's advisory
council. This request was originally to be
presented to the faculty as a motion, but the
Committee decided yesterday for un-
disclosed reasons to withdraw the motion.
The faculty was ^ formed November 30
that their future contracts wlmcq\»i«^4hem
to be available to teach courses at other
colleges in the Consortium. Robert Vogel,
executive director of the Consortium, made
the announcement to the faculty, many of
whom objected because they had not been
consulted.
The AAUP resolution, which will be
distributed to the,,faculty this afternoon,
states the chapter "takes offense with and is
appalled by the manner in which...the
Consortium was presented to the faculty."
The faculty should "be consulted about
and approve any arrangement that will
affect the educational environment," the
resolution continues.
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, said the
administration isn't "trying to put
something over" on the faculty. He stated,
"This was an accident in timing which
would have occurred except for President
Lockwood's vacation; an accident which I
feel is unfortunate..."
The Dean disputed claims that the faculty
had not been informed of the President's
actions before Vogel spoke on November 30.
He said Lockwood "from time to time" had
made "some" information available to the
faculty.
According to Nye, Lockwood did not have
an opportunity to report the decision of the
Consortium's Board of Directors regarding
the advisory council because the decision
• ^ f-.reached:only three days before-ib~-President left tor a monni-rang~vaeation in
the Sahara Desert.
A member of the faculty Committee on.
Committees explained his group would like
to know more about the purposes and func-
tions of the Council before appointing a
faculty representative to the Council.
"Right now, the faculty doesn't feel they
have enough information about this council
as they do about other committees," he said.
The council to be established by the
directors of the Consortium would have ten
members, consisting of one faculty member
and one administrator, appointed by the
college administration, from each of the
participating institutions. N, Robbins
. Winslow, dean for educational services, is
presently serving as the College's ad-
ministrative representative to the council.
(Continued on P. 8)
Hugh Ogden
Few Seniors Plan Graduate Study
By Robin Danziger
Fewer Trinity seniors are applying to
graduate schools than ever before, ac-
cording to a TRIPOD survey of 16 depart-
ments. Apparently a major reason for this
decline is that professors are not en-
couraging their students to apply.
In the period between 1965 and 1968, an
average of 74% of each year's graduating
class had plans to go on to grad school. As of
1971, the percentage had dropped to about
60, and only half the class of 1973 is planning
to do graduate study. This number is
derived from estimates by department
chairmen but figures are indefinite since it
is still early in the year.
Other explanations for the decline include
the abolition of the draft deferment for
graduate students in 1971. Previously many
men may have entered graduate school to
avoid being drafted.
In addition, a growing number of college
graduates spend a year or two travelling or
working before deciding whether to apply to
graduate school, according to Paula Rob-
bins, career counselor.
According to the chairmen of various
departments the class of '73 will have a hard
time both being accepted by graduate
schools and, later, finding jobs. Because the
job market is very tight in almost all fields
many professors are advising their students
against applying for graduate study.
Of the 26 senior religion majors only six
are applying to graduate school in religion,
while six others hope to attend seminary
school or do graduate work in another field.
John A. Gettier, chairman of the depart-
ment, says that they are not talking up grad
school. The job market is tight, he says, and
graduate study is a futile effort unless a
student is extremely outstanding.
A similar situation exists for the ap-
proximately 62 English majors. According
to Paul Smith, English department chair-
man, not only is it hard to be accepted in a
Ph.D. program, but jobs are also extremely
difficult to find. Unless a. student is of the
very highest calibre, Smith says he would do
a disfavor by recommending graduate
school. In the past, out of 30 or 40 English
majors, 6 at most would go on to Ph.D.
programs. With the current situation at best
four or five really excellent students might
be able to "make it" in English, Smith said.
positions available in the field of biology.
Klimczak notes a lack of opportunities in
the job market, and states that this trend
towards fewer opportunities in both pure
mathematics and the sciences has been
evident for the last couple of years. He
further claims that the market in the past
News Analysis
James M. Van Stone, of the Biology
Department, and Walter J. Klimczak, of the
Math Department, both foresee problems in
the sciences. Van Stone stated that op-
portunities in the sciences in general have
been going down, except in the paramedical
field. There are no longer many teaching
few years has been flooded with people with •
PhD's, which has resulted in the shift away
from graduate school in pure mathematics.
Several"Department Chairmen did not
report such a gloomy picture. A few, in fact,
were encouraged by the opportunities
available in their field.
Petitions Filed
John D. Brewer, Chairman of the
Sociology Department, is pleased by the
relatively high proportion of students going
on to grad work in sociology. It's a good field
to work in, he says, and is relatively unhit by
the poor job market.
The Engineering Department has a
special set-up that provides for the at-
tainment of both a B.S. and M.S. degree in a
five-year program. There are three students
currently in their fifth year, and there are
three who are going to be entering the five-
student RPI" program next year. Many
students, August E. Sapega, department
chairman, says, who are interested in
engineering are willing to carry it through to
the fifth-year R.P.I, program or to some
business school. Students who do choose the
fifth-year program still obtain their degrees
(Continued on P. 8)
SEC Elections Scheduled
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
received twenty-seven petitions for thirteen
slots open on student and faculty com-
mittees, and will conduct elections for these
slots on January 15 fend 16, during course
registration.
At a meeting Sunday the SEC voted to
accept all of the nominees' except one which
was submitted after the deadline had
passed. The committee of five students, who
are acting as a Board of Elections, have
notified the candidates that their petitions
were accepted.
The SEC will notify the winners of the
election Thursday, January 18, by mail, and
their names will be published in the
TRIPOD and posted on campus.
Appeals of the election results must be
filed by Friday, January 19, at 6 pm.
Otherwise, the winners will be certified
Friday evening. If any appeals are filed, the
SEC will meet within five days to determine
the results. The SEC will appoint students
for any unfilled slots within two weeks
following the elections.
At Sunday's meeting David Bartwell, '74
proposed an amendment to the SEC's
constitution to grant two students full voting
membership on the SEC. The students had
submitted nominating petitions for the two
announced vacancies on the lecture com-
mittee, but the SEC later discovered that the
positions on the committee were in fact
already filled. Barthwell's amendment
would be automatically repealed on May 31,
1973, when all SEC terms end. The proposal
was tabled, pending further discussion by
the SEC.
The SEC passed a constitutional amend-
ment, presented by Jim Finkelstein, '74,
requiring elections for SEG officers within
two full weeks of each term. The amend-
ment limits the officers' terms to one
semester, although they may succeed
themselves.
The candidates for each position are as
follows; for the five SEC freshman at large
slots: Gordon Smith, Robert Finney, Susan
Kepnes, Ellen Thompson, Russel Hicks,
Lewis Benjamine, Fred Falkner, Howard
Kruger, Shiela Driscoll, Nina Clark,
Timothy Warren, Bonnie Bernstein, Barry
Erlich, George Nyland, Susan Lewis, Jef-
frey Siegal, and George Minter; for the one
position on the Finance Committee: Glenn
Preminger, '74, and Marice Landry, '74; for
the two positions and two alternates on the
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Committee:
Anthony Piccirillo, '75, Susan Crimmins,
'75, and Andy Wolf, '73; for one position on
the Board of Inquiry: Paul Acampora, '74,
and Charles V. Shreve IV, '74; for the two
positions on the Board of Reconsideration:
Sara Laden, '73; and Steve Newsome, '74,
and Fred Burnetti, '73, resubmitioH their
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Nader Visits Conn To Organize
<<r I T a n t A l l a n • .. '• " ' ' . • i. %m*rBy Ke t lle
Ralph Nader, noted consumer advocate,
:ame to New Haven Wednesday to help
irganize a student research group in the
•tate.
The organization, known as the Public
nterest Research Group (PIRG), is a
itudent run, student organized and student
inanced organization with over 350,000
. .tudent members in 14 states, Nader ex-
gained.
According to a leaflet put out by the
Connecticut chapter of PIRG, the group will
•esearch, lobby, and take other actions in
he areas of consumer protection, ecology,
•ace, sex and age discrimination, as well as
;tudent rights. '
"For anybody to oppose this organization
s to say that they can't stand students as
ictive citizens," Nader said, addressing
;tudents interested in organizing the Con-
:
 lecticut PIRG.
• Nader, who started the national
>rgamzation two years ago, said students
lad a special responsibility to fight for the
>ublic interest. He said, "Having an
iducation really relates to' the problems of
wr time,"
"You've got to get yourself a few simple
projects to get underway," Nader said.
'One easy one is Supermarket Pricing,
iere's where you really get to know about
jricing competition."
One student told Nader that prices change
n supermarkets from one week to the next.
'Publicize it, you always publicize it," the
consumer advocate responded. "Go to the
nanagers and ask them why there are
iiscrepancies."
Nader said there are many regional things
wroposed cleaning up the TDonneraeortl.»iw
Let s have it underway by June "sa id
teder,
Nader said in the early stages of PIRG its
nost important asset would have to be a
ledicated and competent staff. "You have
o start very effectively right from the
legmning. People will evaluate you within a
-ear," Nader continued.
Nader also noted that fund raising was
ssential to the PIRG organization. He
suggested a rock concert as a good wav to
aise funds.
In fact, the consumer advocate asserted
hey wiU help each other. He saia cne
Connecticut Citizen Action Group - an
ingoing citizens' lobby organized by Nader
o keep an eye on conditions in the state -
vould be glad to help PIRG.
One student said PIRG was getting
riction and criticism already from smaller
>ased groups. They are looking for the




"A situation like this should increase your
morale," Nader answered. "You've got to
assume there are going to be hurdles,
problems, and obstacles. You have to an-
ticipate these difficulties."
Nader suggested inviting someone down
from another PIRG, talking to them, and
asking them what their difficulties were
Photo By Margie Johnson
Ralph Nader tells student leaders they have a
special responsibility to fight for public interest
and urges them to start PIRG effectively with
dedicated and competent staff members.
organization and what suggestions they
might have.
PIRG organizations are being organized
at 10 Connecticut colleges including Trinity.
Each campus group should appoint a
chairman, Nader counseled, in order to keep
cohesion in the group in its early stages.
"In the preliminary staj;e, which you are
at now, you are going to have to consciously
surface any differences you have," he
stated.
PIRG To C*>me Here
While Ralph Nader was talking down in
New Haven on behalf of the Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG), Peter Basch, '74,
continued his work trying to get the College
to join the student organization.
Basch has been working on behalf of
PIRG all semester as a member of the
temporary board of directors for the Con-
necticut PIRG.
Basch, a junior pre-med, said Connecticut
disorganized.
Nader said there was a "small difficulty"
in getting students directly interested in
projects without course credits.
"When you see yourself slipping with the
organization and getting discouraged and
depressed, step outside yourself just for a
minute and observe, and you might be able
to better it," he concluded.
eliminate the phone service charge, he said,
and will undertake a study of toy safety.
According to Basch, the state director of
consumer protection, Barbara Dunn, has
"not been as active as she should be" in
improving toy safety standards.
Basch said he will petition Trinity
students to agree to a $2 increase in the
annual student activities fee. He said he will
bring 50% of the students to sign before
submitting the resolution to the Student
Activities Committee, the student
organization that distributes the fund.
The College will only act as a collection
agency, Basch explained, noting that PIRG
has entered similar arrangements with
many colleges in other states.
Basch also promised that sometime
dwvna. thj}^sRxat"itPK,^JRC- ^"tt-'MiuutSlJ
any students who do not wish to support
PIRG with their student activities money.
According to Basch, PIRG is not directly
tied to any other group - for example, the
Connecticut Citizen Action Group (CCAG),
another Nader organization in the state. He
said, however, the CCAG was "helping
PIRG get on its feet."
Moloshok Elected New Tripod Editor
w Matthew Moloshok
Photo By Lloyd Wolf
Matthew E. Moloshok '74, was elected
editor of the TRIPOD at a staff meeting
following the resignation of H. Susannah
Heschel, '73. Heschel, editor since last
December, was the first woman editor of the
newspaper and will remain as co-copy
editor arid advertising manager.
Moloshok said he has no immediate plans
for changes in the newspaper, explaining he
will continue most of the trends of the past
few years. He said he will "stress as much
as possible" outside news that affects the
Trinity community.
The TRIPOD staff also elected Mary
Salter, '73, arts editor, as William Harris,
'73, announced his resignation to participate
in the Trinity-Rome campus. Jim Cobbs, '76
and Tom Santopietro, '76, were elected
assistant news editors, and Jim Jackson,
'76, was elected columnist. Jackson will
share the "From the Right" column with
Steve Chernaik, '73.
Photography editor Dick Schultz, '73.5,
will be an exchange at Wesleyan next
semester.
The new editor has served on the TRIPOD
staff for two and a half years, as assistant
editor, news editor, and, for the last year, as
managing editor. He also writes the weekly
column, "If Dogs Run Free." Moloshok
studied journalism in a student-taught
course his freshman year under John F.
Bahrenburg, '72.
In an interview, Moloshok said he liked
the basic direction and format of the paper.
"There may be some minor changes, to
better accomplish some of our goals," he
said, "but I don't see any reversals of
current policies."
"I've had tremendous good fortune," he
added, "to succeed Susannah, since she has
been so instrumental in setting the tone and
creating the shape of today's Tripod. I'm
also glad that she's going to stick around
and help out with copy editing and the like.
Maybe she'll give me her car too." '
The new editor thanked the staff for loyal
work this year and urged all "those hidden
William Randolph Hearsts of the college" to
come out and work for the paper.
"I'd like to have a larger staff andl'd like
to have more staff participation,'' Moloshok
said. He added that this would require staff
attendance at periodic meetings to discuss
policies and problems. ,
He promised too that "this semester, the
staff is going to get some sleep. By the end of
the semester, this motto may sound like
Hoover's 'a chicken in every pot' did by 1932,
but it's one of my goals."
Moloshok said he would like to continue
writing his column "If Dogs Run Free." "I
think we should have a playful attitude
toward things in general," he stated,
"although humor can be in dead earnest.'
The hew editor joined the staff in his
freshman year and denied rumors he had
been born in a wastepaper basket. A history
major, Moloshok looks forward to someday
being a lawyer or a journalist.
When asked to comment on her successor,
Heschel stated: "So long as the staff
remembers his daily intravenous feeding ot
Alpo, Matt will do a fine job. He has a moist
nose for news, and a loud editorial bark.
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Cotter: Enthusiastic But Inactive
By Sue Weisselberg
"A most stimulating, challenging,
satisfying job" is U.S. Representative
William R. Cotter's description of his role,
although his upcoming congressional plans
do not reflect his enthusiasm. Cotter, a 1949
Trinity graduate, expressed mild support
for several types of legislation, but has no
definite plan to introduce any bills himself.
Cotter, elected to a second term in
November, represents the First
Congressional District in Connecticut,
which includes students registered to vote
from the Trinity address. He explained his
stands on several issues in a TRIPOD in-
terview Friday.
Claiming to be an opponent of the war in
Vietnam, Cotter says he will support
proposals to end the war, although he will
not personally introduce legislation. He said
he is "somewhat optimistic" about the
current peace negotiations, and said "they
will be fruitfull". He added that if no
progress is made in the negotiations within
the next eight to ten weeks, a proposal to end
the war will be introduced in the House of
Representatives. He did not say who would
introduce the bill.
Cotter explained that any legislation
granting financial aid to collegesor students
would be "fruitless" last year, he said, all
such bills were vetoed by President Nixon.
Known as a promoter of tax reform, he
explained that he did not think it would be
necessary to introduce legislation for it
because Rep. Wilbur Mills, Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee, plans to
tackle the problem. A list.of 7G-odd tax
inequities has been drawn up, arid Congress
will discuss 25 at a time. Cotter said he
would support Mills' proposals.
Mass transit has been one of Cotter's main
concerns. He has consistently opposed the
construction of more Interstate Highways.
In the new term he says he plans to "support
anything reasonable" that will improve
mass transit and take some money for it out
of the Highway Funds.
Cotter said he has "no specific bills in
mind for the environment. I am, however,
contemplating many bills in various
respects." " "
A member of the Science and Astronautics
Committee (and also the Banking and
Currency Committee), Cotter managed to
shift part of the NASA program from
California to Connecticut in his first term,
thus providing jobs for people in the state. A
five-billion dollar contract for the space
shuttle was awarded to the North American
Rockwell Company, and the Pratt &
Whitney Corporation in Connecticut
received a $180-million subcontract. Cotter
believes that this will have a multiplier
effect in the provision of jobs and the
opening of new factories throughout Con-
necticut.
"The space program has been very ex-
pensive, but much has been garnered from
it. The end result has been very fruitful.
We've definitely gotten our money's worth
from it. The U.S. must be first in matters of
" ~" ••-, — - - : - - - •- -• - • — :-;->WTB"By:-p«VW.-Levln-
U.S. Representative William Cotter
this kind," he declared.
Cotter said that the Democratic Party is
at a very low point now, although it is "still
viable. A Democratic Congress was elected,
and we won several gubnatorial seats. The
selection of a new party chairman will be
the first step towards rebuilding the party. I
think that the Democrats will move from the
left towards the center, just as the
Republicans moved from the right towards
the center after Goldwater's defeat in 1964."
Some of Cotter's research is done by
student volunteers, although he does not
have an internship program. The Federal
Government, he explained, only gives eacti
Congressman enough money to hire one
intern for ten weeks during the summer.
The former history majored stated that
Trinity gave him a good education, but
explained that there is "no-real'training
ground for a public official. You can't really
plan for government;, it's a question of the
right time and the right.pla.ee. I never really
aspired to be Congressman, though I was
always interested in politics and started at
the grassroots level at the age of 14."
The job of a Congressman is difficult,
Cotter said. It is necessary to be a legislator,
an ombudsman, and to play a role in the
party. He mentioned that he has very little
contact with Trinity and other colleges in his
district, although he occasionally gets
letters from students and faculty members,
giving him their opinions on an issue and
how he should vote.
While a student at Trinity Cotter said he
"basically just worked." He lived at home
and did not participate in any extra-
curricular activities. He has been back to
Trinity two or three times since he
graduated, and he says he finds it a
"completely changed physical plant. The
only professor I had whp is still there is
George Cooper, the Chairman of the History
Department.". •
After his graduation in 1949,..he worked in
insurance.'Halfway through his term on the
Hartford City Council he resigned to become
an aid for Governor Abraham Ribicoff from
1955-1957. Cotter was the Deputy Insurance
Commissioner from 1957-1964 and the In-
surance Commissioner from 1964-1970. In
November of 1970 he was elected to his first
term as an U.S. Representative.
Group Promises Broader Range Of Music
ByJimCobbs
There will be a broader range of concerts
at Trinity with the formation of a new
student group called Students for Music at
Trinity, (SMAT).
The organization, founded by Danny
Freelander, '73, will provide funds to con-
tinue the student "Postlude" concert series,
for student music groups to buy sheet music
and to bring performers to campus to
compliment music courses.
»Photo BV tar ry Garfcer
Freelander said he founded the group
because the Mather Hall Board of Gover-
nors (MHBG) had shown little concern for
the non-rock areas of music, and, he thought
there was enough interest on campus to
form an independent group providing an
alternative to rock concerts.
Norman Luxemburg, '75, president of the
MHBG, said "the MHBG had not been ap-
proached with requests to schedule events of
this nature."
"The board," he continued, "is open to
any suggestions dealing with cultural and
social activities for the school."
Freelander drew up a constitution
defining SMAT and submitted it to the
Student Activities Committee (SAC). SAC
did not have a quorum at its last meeting,
and thus could not approve the constitution,
but Freelander says he is confident that the
constitution will be passed.
The constitution states that the group is
open to everybody and that there will be
elections at least once a year for new co-
chairmen.
The co-chairmen this year are Danny
Freelander and Alan Taylor, '76. They will
organize the meetings and plan concerts to
meet student requests.
Freelander said, he also submitted two
proposed budgets to the student Budget
Daniel Freelander
The TRI POD is published weekly during
the academic year by the students of Trinity
College. Student subscriptions are included
U) the student .activltle.s-.fee.;-others ..are
iiQ.00 per year. Second-class postage is paid
at Hartford. Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
Offices are, located in.S.e.abury 34,
the quadr«« Summit Street. MaJJJng a&.
dr*»s is BOX1310, Trinity college, Hartford/
Connecticut &1Q6. Telephones • (203) • 246-
i br'52*3l5i, extentSoti" 242. : . • !
Committee, which allocates the student
activities fees. The committee cannot ap-
prove the budget however, until the con-
stitution is approved. The two budgets
Freelander explained are "ideal" and
'essential."
The ideal budget would include:
$100 POSTLUDES
$300 recitals and concerts
$150 for student performance groups
The essential budget would include:
$100 POSTLUDES
$150 recitals and concerts
$75 for student performance groups
Freelander said unless the essential
budget is passed, the group will not be able
to pay for the Portuguese Fado Coffee House
it is sponsoring Wednesday night.
Freelander stated that in addition to the
Fado Concert by Fernando Caiado, a
Portuguese folk singer, SMAT will co-
sponsor a program of Baroque and Rococo
Instrumental music by the Lyceum
Musicum of Hartt College this evening!
Portuguese and Spanish guitarists will
accompany Caiado at the Wednesday
concert, and Portuguese wine will be served
during the performance.
If the budget is passed, Freelander said,-
further concerts will be offered throughout
the year, perhaps leading to the establish-
ment of a Fine Arts series at Trinity.
Columbia Paper May Fold!
The Columbia Daily Spectator, the second
oldest college paper in the country, will stop
publishing tomorrow unless it, can get funds
from an outside donor.
John Brecher, the edilor-in-chief, an-
nounced on December 6 that the 96-year-old
paper needed a $25,000 loan to buy new
typesetting equipment and permission from
Columbia University to defer payment on a
$16*000 telephone bill.
The University has offered the newspaper
a $25,000 loan at 8% interest for the
typesetter but insists the paper pay its bills.
According to Brechmer, the Spectator
cannot meet these terms.
The newspaper, which has been self-
sufficient since the fall of 1971, lost $40,000 a
. year for the past two years. Brecher said the
paper has taken several steps to combat the
losses eliminating a $4,300 staff payroll and
introducing autohtated printing equipment.
As part of this modernization drive, the
paper accepted delivery on a computerized
typesetter, costing $23,000. Brecher claimed
that with the help of this new equipment, the
Spectator Corporation, which prints the
paper, had shown a $4,000 for the first
quarter of the year, compared with a $5,000
during the same period of 1971.
If the paper cannot pay off the machine,
Brecher said, the typesetter will be
repossessed and the Spectator will fold.
W. Bruce Bassett, university vice-
president for fiscal management, said
Columbia's offer of the loan was as good as
it could do. He said the university must
consider "competing needs."
A spokesman for William J. McGill,
president of Columbia, said the president
feels it is just a matter of the paper "not
paying its bills." He added that the offer of
the loan still stands, McGill was not
available for comment.
A survey of college newspapers conducted
by the New.York Tinies: failed to show any
others in serious financial straits.
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Trinity isn't the only college with security
problems. Security at college campuses is
"next to impossible" without co-operation
and communication from the students,
according to he directors of security at Yale
University, Central Connecticut State
College and Wesleyan University.
Central Conn.
While the security directors at Yale and
Wesleyan both termed their campuseg
basically "safe", Dave Hayes, director of
security at Central Connecticut in New
Britain, stated "The Central campus is
getting less safe. There's a definite trend
toward the campus becoming more and
more dangerous."
Hayes said there were three armed
robberies at Central in the past year and a
half compared to one or two aggravated
assaults in the past, but no armed robberies.
No one has yet been arrested for any of the
robberies, he noted.
Hayes said "laxness" on the part of the
students encourages thefts. "The students
are lax in thinking that everybody is 100%
honest," he said. "We have found that quite
ajgwjjutsiders come in and thefts in dorms
and cars occurred."
" H a y e s also attributes the increased
danger to "socio-economic problems, and
the growth in enrollment." He explained
economic hardship and drugs are bigger
problems today. He said, however, "it's
hard to completely pinpoint the problem on
campus, just as it is hard to pinpoint it in a
city."
There have been no reported rapes at the
school in the past 15 months, but cases of
exposure have occurred, the director of
security said.
Hayes said both parents and students are
concerned over security at the college and
that "as a result of burglary and armed
robbery, the students want more and better
security."
Security officers are employed at Central
Connecticut to help alleviate the security
problems, and the officers are not only
sworn in with the power of arrest, but from
10:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. must wear weapons.
Hayes stressed the need for co-operation
from the students and said he and his staff
try to make the students more "security
conscious" by holding discussions on the
campus radio, sending out pamphlets to the
dorms, talking at functions on campus, and
having articles appear in the school
newspaper.
Yale
Though Yale University's final first 6
month statistics (July - December) are
obviously not complete yet, Louis Cappiello,
director of security noted a decrease in
simple assaults from 17 the previous year to
10 this year. Cappiello explained that he
classifies "even someone being pushed or
hit as an assault.
Though Yale has had more assaults occur
than has Central Connecticut, unlike Hayes,
Cappiello feels that the campus is becoming
safer. He termed the Yale campus in New
Haven "as safe as any other large univer-
sity, and the safety on campus is in-
creasing."
Because of the increased safety, Cappiello
said parents and students alike are not upset
over security measures. "They realize that
it's gotten better and that we're trying," he
stated.
Of the 10 assaults this year, none involved
a rape but last year there were two rapes: 1
of the rapes was of a non-university student
"on the outskirts of the campus area" and
the rape of the Yale co-ed occurred off
campus in New Haven during the early
morning hours.
Of the assaults committed thus far this
year, none occurred in dorms, and ac-
cording to Cappiello, "a good percentage of
the people responsible for these assaults
have been caught or charged."
Cappiello said the most serious crime of
this year occurred when a man attacked and
attempted to rob a female Yale student. The
man grabbed the coed from behind, he said,
put his hand over her mouth and said he
would kill her if she didn't give him her
money. The man fled, however, when a
police car approached, according to Hayes.
He said the would-be thief was later caught.
Cappiello cited 2 cases as being "typical"
of the assaults. In the first, a student was
attacked and bruised by two men at-
tempting to steal his bike. In the second, a
male law student jogging in New Haven was
kicked in the groin by two 16 year old boys.
Yale Security participates "Operation
Identification" as does Trinity College's
Security office. In this program all
possessions are engraved with a special
marking pencil, "free of charge to the
students."
Cappiello said Yale has replaced the locks
in all dorms.
The security office has publicized its
security problems through the Yale Daily
News and Cappiello said almost everyone at
the College is aware of the problems.
"Hopefully, we're arriving at a better
society and a better way," he stated.
All guards at Yale are armed, Cappiello
said, and the university maintains a
detective division which deals solely with
assaults and robberies. The security
director said Yale's security advisory
board, composed of graduate and un-
dergraduate students, administration and
faculty, enables him to "get viewpoints and
suggestions from all segments of the Yale
Community."
Valuable as Cappiello said the guards and
board are, he stressed "cooperation and
communications between us and the Yale
community are the keys."
"Individual responsibility is extremely
important," he continued. "99 out of every
100 thefts are due to negligence. However,
we're getting a good response from the
students now. They are concerned, and they
lock their doors. The students have to report
the thefts - otherwise we can't help. We can
put in lights and locks, but nothing is
nothing public. We give out no annual
reports except internally."
Walsh said the decrease in thefts and
assault is due to many factors, and thus
hard to pinpoint. "Security measures have
prevented much crime, but there has also
been a change in the students' attitudes " he
said. "Crime is still with us; It probably
always will be, I guess, but it's less of a
problem than it was 2 or 3 years ago."
"A few years ago, the students were in-
clined to not take things too seriously," he
continued. "There was a lot of interest in
community activity; They'd try to help
younger kids, they'd bring the children here,
and these kids who they were trying to help
would rob them. The students are more
conscious now."
According to Walsh, the biggest security
problem is that students still do not lock
their doors. To keep more conscious of
security, Walsh said security officers patrol
constantly.
"The students know most of our men," he
explained. "There are also 15 part-time
student employees. They're good am-
bassadors and also help to make the
students more aware of the problems."
SECURWY
possible without communication. We can't
put police in every room, and obviously,
nobody would want that."
Wesleyan
Like Cappiello, John Walsh, director of
security at Wesleyan said his campus is
safe. He noted thefts and assaults on the
Wesleyan campus have decreased and
stated, "There has been no epidemic of
assaults and thefts, just a few very isolated
cases."
Walsh would not give out any statistics on
crime at Wesleyan, stating "We make
Walsh stated "Neither parents nor
students are particularly upset over
security. We're on pretty good terms. We
get suggestions now and then, and try to
implement the suggestions whenever
possible."
Over vacations, students may store their
valuables with the security office in a
special room, Walsh said. "This
arrangement has worked out very well," he
stated, " and whereas in the past we have
suffered over vacations, last year there
were no thefts to speak of."
(Continued on P. 7)
Ethics Courses
Pomerantz Explores Standards
Susan F. Pomerantz, instructor of
religion, tries to use questions and balanced
resources to prod her students into for-
mulating their own ethical standards.
Pomerantz asserted, "Previous courses
would tell people what they ought to do, such
as obeying laws and principles. I try to
make students reflect on the way they make
decisions."
The instructor said her ethics course,
"Dilemnas of Decision-Making," to be of-
fered next term, asks two major questions:
'How do people go about finding answers to
moral dilemnas?' and 'What role can
religious faith play in such a quest?'
Among the books slated for study are
Skinner's Beyond Freedom and Dignity,
Fromm's Man for Himself, and Roubiczek's
Ethical Values in the Age of Science.
Another religion course Pomerantz will
teach next semester is "Major Figures of
the New Testament: Jesus". She said the
course is designed to study and discuss the
historical facts and the significance of
Jesus' life and teachings.
Finally, Pomerantz plans a course to
explore the ethical problems of scientific
research. Barbour's Issues in Science and
Religion and Whitehead's Science and the
Modern World are two of the books to be
discussed.
Pomerantz said she'd like to have a team
of teachers lead the course, with special
classes being conducted by Norman Miller,
professor of sociology, and Gene Frankel,
assistant professor of physics. This way,
Pomerantz stated, a student could be given
both the ethical and scientific viewpoint on a
specific moral dilemna.
Pomerantz complimented Trinity's
religion department, explaining it allowed
her to be creative with her courses. "I've
been allowed a tremendous amount of
freedom to develop courses and use
teaching methods the way I see fit," she
said.
She also said she liked the closeness of the
faculty. "One of the advantages of a small
faculty is to be able to share teaching
methods, educational philosophy, and
content of courses with each other," she
said.
Pomerants graduated with a masters in
religion and philosophy from Depauw
University in 1968, She studied at the
University of Durham in England before
coming to Trinity last fall.
Pomerantz said she hopes to complete her
Ph.D. thesis, entitled "Indicative and Im-
perative: An Investigation of the Logic of
Decision," by next year.
Two of Pomerantz's students, Sara Laden,
'73, and Tom Thatcher, '76, expressed
positive reactions to Pomeranlz's style of
teaching.
Laden, is presently taking a tutorial
with Pomerantz to help clear up what she
called her "vagueness" in the area of
medical ethics. When participating in a
psychology experiment testing aggression
in rats, Laden said she become un-
'comfortable with scientific neutrality
toward the ethics of animal experiments.
Laden said, "Susan directs my research
by finding relevant books and journal ar-
ticles. She never tries to tell me what is right
or wrong. Instead, whe provides many
resources and asks enough questions so that
I may come up with my own idea of ethical
standards for scientists."
Laden also said of Pomerantz, "In her
ethics course, I think she does a very good
job of comparing a Biblical dilemna to a
contemporary problem, thus, making the
class more relevant and interesting."
Thatcher, who is in Pomerantz's fresh-
man seminar on freedom, shares Ladens's
enthusiasm for Pomerantz's teaching
methods. Thatcher said, "Mrs. Pomerantz
has provided me with both readings and
discussion which have stimulated me into
deeper and more critical thinking about the
meaning of freedom in human life."
rp.r. Photo By Lloyd Wolf
Susan Pomerantz stimulates
students' minds in her courses by
urging them to form their own ethical-
scientific ideas and standards.
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Prof. Takes Class To Russia
Trinity's Russian History students will be
able to experience what they've studied by
participating in a planned trip to the Soviet
Union with history instructor Jay West
during spring vacation.
West expects to take thirty of his students
on a $600, two-week trip to Moscow, Kiev,
and Leningrad to experience what he calls
the "cultural shock" of Russian society. "If
you're going to talk about a culture," West
explained at his first class this term, "you
should feel it and live it."
Showing slides in class "gives a visual
impact, and music gives another dimension.
But the things we're talking about are still
living," West said in a TRIPOD interview.
The itinerary has been arranged by In-
tourist, the official Soviet tourist
organization, and the group will be led
through their tour by an Intourist guide. The
itinerary includes days in Moscow, days in
Kiev, and days in Leningrad. The guide,
according to West, "keeps you busy mor-
ning, noon, and night, so you can't talk to
Russians."
The trip is limited to thirty-five, and,
according to West, so far only 29 deposits of
$150 each have been received. Interested
students should contact West.
The Soviet Union, as a closed society,
"doesn't want you carrying out espionage,"
West stated. Tourists are considered a lower
level of espionage agents, compared to
The trip is limited to students who have
"some exposure to some aspect of Russian
history, culture, or language," West said,
and students without any background will
not be accepted. "I'm not trying to run a
tourist group or a big bash for spring
vacation," he remarked.
West currently teaches two semesters of
Russian history. During the fall term
History 307 studies Russia to 1861. Second
semester History 308 covers 1961 to the end
of World War II. The class will be studying
the Russian Revolution at the time of the
trip.
West said he would like to conduct such a
trip every year. He said he didn't think the
West Goes East Photo by Susannah Heschel
trip could be planned with other colleges
through the Hartford Consortium. He said
other students in the area are not all "of our
calibre."
West explained that it is difficult for
American students to work or study in
Russia on their own. Presently four to five
American universities run summer study
tours which concentrate on intensive
language study and travel. Another
program was sliced in 1970 in cooperation
with Leningrad University. About 50
students each p-mester are permitted to
study at the University, but the program,
according to West, is very competitive. He
said he is trying to help some Trinity
students be admitted.
West has travelled extensively in Russia,
taking his first trip during the summer of
1965 on a five-week "study tour" that
travelled throughout the country. That
winter he spent twelve weeks studying in
Moscow. Under the cultural exchange
treaty between the U.S. and the Soviet Union
West spent twelve weeks studying in
Moscow. Under the cultural exchange
treaty between the U.S. and the Soviet Union
West spent ten months studying in Moscow
in 1969-70. The cultural exchange treaty also
brings Soviet performers such as the
Bolshoi ballet to the United States, and






Sunday March 18 - NEW YORK. Check in at Kennedy
International Airport, where you will meet your tour
escort and board your Aeroflot Jet #316 departing 9:30 PM.
Your Russian Adventure begins the minute of departure.
Monday March 19 - MOSCOW. Arrive in Moscow via Paris,
where our Intourist representative will meet and assist
you through entrance formalities, attend to your luggage,
and welcome you to Russia. Then, off to the hotel for your
first look at Moscow. After dinner, evening free for
strolling thru Red Square. ,,,ury. bee
Tuesday March 20 and Wednesday March 21 - MOSCOW.
Following breakfast, orientation tour of Moscow, which is
the capital of the USSR, begins with a walking tour of the
Kremlin dating from the end of the 15th Century. See its
palaces, cathedrals, and imposing towers with their
golden cupolas. Tour the Armory Chambers, filled with
jewels and costumes which evoke the historic past of
Czar.ist Russia. Outside the gates, in Red Square, visit the
Lenin Mausoleum and St. Basil's Cathedral, a masterpiece
of Russian architecture. Ride the Moscow Metro. You'll be
surprised, we guarantee! Each station is a unique work of
art, decorated in a different motif, with polished tiles,
chandeliers, and almost silent trains. A theatre per-
formance has been planned during the stay in Moscow.
Thursday March 22 - MOSCOW/LENINGRAD. By air to
Leningrad, which survived its 900-day siege. Special
Dinner at National Restaurant.
Friday March 23 - LENINGRAD. During stay. In
Leningrad, visit the Hermitage, which is to Russia what
the Louvre is to France. You will marvel at the priceless
treasures of this
Friday March 23 to Monday March 26 - LENINGRAD.;
During stay in Leningrad, visit the Hermitage, which is to
Russia what the Louvre is to France. You will marvel at
the priceless treasures of this museum which houses some
3 million exhibits. Also visit the Peter &; Paul Fortress-
used as a revolutionary prison. The Cathedral on the same
grounds is the final resting place of the Romanov Czars.
Visit St. Isaac's Cathedral, now a museum and its
magnificent main altar. Also, visit the University of
Leningrad. During stay in Leningrad, a theatre per-
formance will be included.
Tuesday March 27 - LENINGRAD/KIEV. By air to Kiev,
capital of the Ukraine.
Wednesday March 28 and Thursday March 29 - KIEV. City
sightseeing will include visits to St. Sophia's Cathedral
with its golden dome, and the Percherskaya Lavre
Monastery, with its catacombs and towers from the nth
Century. For one of the evenings, a theatre performance.
Friday March 30 and Saturday March 31 - KIEV/-
MOSCOW. By air to Moscow, for your final look at this
city. Resume your sightseeing program including the
Tretyakov Art Gallery with its -40,000 works of Russian art,
the USSR Exhibition (weather permitting - a troika riad),.
the huge GUM Department Store on Red Square, Moscow
University, the new residential, areas,.
Sunday April 1 - MOSCOW/NEW YORK. Transfer to,
airport after breakfast to depart for your Aeroflot Jet #315
at noon, arriving New York same; day at 6:30 PM with
loads of pictures and memories of your Russian Adr
v e n t u r e . - ' . , r ... ••'•' •.: • • " ' - . • • ' •',...,-h ' ' , / \ -
Visits to Schools and Meetings with Soviet Students will
be set up. Exact time will be advised upon the group's
arrival in Moscow. INTOURIST reserves the right to alter
itinerary sequence.
Gold Splits Urban-Emironmental Programs
By Adrien Mally
"I want to split the Urban-Environmental
Studies program into two separate studies,"
said Andrew J. Gold, director of the
program said in an interview with the
Tripod.
According to the director, the program,
created three years ago by a faculty-student
group, is biased toward urban concerns in
its distribution of courses.
He explained the program is oriented
toward internships. These internships are a
good way to study urban problems, he said,
but are "invalid'' for environmental
students.
The group agreed that by separating the
program, students interested in the en-
vironment would not be scared away by the
prospect of having to take courses in urban
affairs.
As a result of his consultations, Gold plans
to create a one- or two-credit, problem-
oriented seminar in environmental studies
to work in cooperation with the Department
of Environmental Protection in Hartford.
"
;
 The problem of reorganizing lies in
staffing, Gold said. Because it is only a
program, as opposed to a department, U. &
E. has no staff of its own.
Gold added he would like to see more full-
time faculty members whose full-time
concerns was urban- or environment-
oriented.
On Gold's priority list of staff to be added
are additions in the political science
department, someone in philosophy to deal'
with ethics related to urban and en-
vironmental policies, someone in Sociology
to teach urban-oriented, cross-cultural
studies, an environmental psychology!
course, and perhaps a second ecologist.
"We haven't received the go ahead from
the Educational Policy Committee yeti
because of staffing problems," Gold ex-
plained.
Gold, an associate professor of economics,-
said he hopes to see more time devoted to
urban and regional problems in economics.
He said sections B and C of economics 102
will fill this requirement next term.
A major problem with the U. & E. studies
is that it is a program and not a department,
Gold said. He explained programs are
dependent on departments for courses and
teachers. There is also no guarantee of its
longevity because programs are easier to
kill than departments, according to Gold.
Gold said he would be willing to offer a
research seminar to work in cooperation
with the Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG), should the organization decide to
locate on campus.
The program director said he is working
on plans for faculty-student research this
summer and. is shaping guidelines for
research fellowships^
"Open semester in one thing we push,
especially for urban-oriented students,"
Gold said, "but each program has to be
tailored to the needs of each student" There
is no generalized program, he stated.
Gold said students in U. & E. studies have
' pursued many different programs of in-
dependent study.
For her open seftiester, Aimee Brown, '74,
works with the Capital Region Council of
Governments, he noted, researching the
nature and scope of regional government
and interbureau cooperation.
Last summer four juniors got fellowships
from the New England Board of Higher
Education to work at the Department of
Community Affairs.
Gold said he feels the program is growing
in popularity and cited changes in course
enrollment. "There were only 13-14 students
in the intro course last year," he explained,
"but this year there are 28."
"Although there appears to be somewhat
of a come down in the student activism
which raised interest in U. & E. studies,
interest in the courses is growing," Gold
concluded.
• I ' l l
Changing Program Photo By Margie Johnson
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Summer Jobs Abound - If You Look Around
By Lois Kimmelman
"Now is the time to start finding an in-
teresting, profitable, educational summer
job," says the latest Career Counseling
Office newsletter to students. Although jobs
have been scarce in the past few years,
there do appear to be quite a few op-
portunities this year, if a student starts
looking now, according to Paula Robbins,
director of career counseling.
Paying jobs are always harder to find
than volunteer jobs, said Ivan Backer,
director of community affairs, who finds
jobs for Trinity students in the Hartford
community. Most students want paying
jobs, he.explained, but unfortunately, most
employers prefer volunteers.
According to Backer, the College is
making a special effort this year to obtain
paying jobs' for 'students, especially for
students on financial aid.
Backer and Robbins have recently sent
letters appealing to Hartford community
agencies to consider students for paying
jobs. These letters state, "College students
can be a valuable asset to agencies during
the summer months while regular staff
members are on vacation and while special
programs are undertaken."
Robbins said she and Backer have already
received a few "favorable responses" from
these community agencies.
Backer added that John Heyl, secretary of
the alumni, has-written a similar letter to
alumni who might be interested in hiring
Trinity students.
Nationwide, unemployment has jgone
down, according to Robbins. She noted,
however, there is still high unemployment
among blacks and teenagers. She attributed
this unemployment to the fact that menjbejrs
of these groups are largely unskilledj; a|id
employers are looking for skilled people:
"The crux of it is in terms of having
Students Seize Building
Students at the University of
Massachusetts in cooperation with the Third
World Alliance, spokesmen for minority
groups on the UMass campus, took control
of the School of Education in support of Paul
Chandler, a black political activist who is an
applicant to the graduate school.
"The students are afraid that Chandler
will be denied entrance to the school
because of his political background, and not
because of his academic record, which is
alleged to be outstanding," according to a
spokesman from the UMass Daily
Collegian.
The students took over the building Friday
while awaiting Dean Dwight Allen's
decision. Allen announced, however, that he
would be out of town, and no decision was
made.
In a statement to the UMass Daily
Collegian last Monday, Allen said he was
postponing any action until he gets an ad-
visory vote from the faculty.
Chancellor Randolf W'. Bromery asked the
students to permit the school to open
Monday, and representatives were sent to
inform them of Allen's statement.
Allen said that last year more than 2500
students applied to the graduate school,
which only admitted approximately 500.
He added that UMass makes every al-
tempt to recruit a well-rounded student body
and has one of the largest minority
representations.
something to offer an employer besides a
smile and a brain," stated Robbins.
"Hartford is not the place to be," ad-
mitted Robbins, when it comes to summer
jobs. Most students tend to rely on con-
nections at home for their summer work.
The job market has been consistently
tough for students, according to both Backer
and Robbins. Groups like women and
blacks, however, which have traditionally
been discriminated against, are now being
favored by employers, according to Rob-
bins. She said several companies—for
example, Aetna Insurance- now have
special summer programs "for 'mirib'rity
groups.
..Skills such as typing or water safety in:
struction are beneficial to have when ap-
plying for a job, said Robbins, adding that
students with a knowledge of mathematics,
fm^diejne., : epqn.onpjcs,,,,,.And computer
programming'are ei^c'ialfy favored by
summer employers.
Robbins said paying jobs are available ^
around the country and abroad in govern-
ment, ecology (national parks), journalism,
health, social work, and teaching. She ex-
plained most of these, however, require
some type of specialized experience and are
open mainly to upperclassmen, especially
juniors.
Robbins said the Career-Counseling Office
has information on many opportunities for
paying jobs. A large amount of summer jobs
are in the area of camp counseling (for
children, the blinds, etc.) according to
Robbins. Several pamphlets, including one
on the Civil Service, are available.
Salaries vary with each job, said Robbins,
depending on age, experience, and skill. The
TRIPOD found that the camps listed in the
career office file stated their pay range as
being from $250 to $575 per summer. The
Civil Service pamphlet said their pay would
be from $112 to $125.80 per week for college
students.
For those who wish to remain in the
IT tr i
positions available, according to Backer, He
said many of these are volunteer jobs, but a
few are paying jobs on the College campus.
Two programs for children associated with
the Athletic Center will be in operation,
requiring counselors, lifeguards, and
athletes, he noted.
In the first program, said Backer, 14
people are needed to supervise about 225
neighborhood children a day, especially in
the pool area of the gym. The staff includes
six leaders four lifeguards, two attendants,
and two laborers. The hours are from 1:00 to
9:00 with an hour off for dinner.
The second program is primarily gearea
toward 250 children per day bused in from
"disadvantaged" areas, according to
Backer. This program which runs froMfl: w
to 1:00 (inqludipgiuncb) is,nptas wide open
to all students. ;as* the fir|t; he said. Mosuy
varsity athletes "are'needed to supervise
sports activities.
"There is no dirth of volunteer
programs," said Backer. Many Harttora
agencies need dedicated, full-time neip,
including the Revitalization Core, tne
Department of Parks and Recreation,
Mitchell House, Clayhill House, Southern
Arsenal Neighborhood Development
(SAND), and Blue Hills Reading Program.
Most of these volunteer programs are
geared toward helping children, and are
held at community centers, churches, ana
playgrounds, according to BacKer.
However, there are many other op-
portunities for students to volunteer i"
hospitals, senior citizens' centers, con-
valescent homes, and the like, he said.
Backer also cited the summer volunteer
opportunities available on a national anu
international basis. For example, «
mentioned the Voluntary Action Centers
operated by the Chamber of Commerce, anu
those groups established by ACTION, (» e
Nation Student Volunteer Program.)
Both Backer and Robbins have exprcsseu
concern that students come to see them soui
Student Activist
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Laden Coordinates Student Volunteers
By Mark Salonia
Sara Laden, 73, is responsible for much of
the involvement of Trinity students in
community programs in the Hartford area.
She is assistant to the College's director of
Community Affairs, Ivan Backer. Her
position involves placing students in
volunteer projects and jobs in the Hartford
community.
Laden noted that some volunteer ac-
tivities can be arranged for academic
credit. To receive such credit, however, the
student's project must include a rigorous
schedule. First, he must find a faculty
sponsor, submit a certain amount of written
work, and complete a minimum number of
working hours.
To better cope with any problems student
volunteers encounter, Laden says she keeps
in close touch with both the students and the
volunteer agencies. She encourages feed-
back from the volunteers and familiarizes
herself with all the agencies where students
are placed.
Involvement in such volunteer activities,
according to Laden, may help a student
determine what sort of occupation to pursue
after graduation. In addition, she said, the
program gives students the opportunity to
meet new people outside the College com-
munity.
Her closest friend and roommate,
Senorita Pinponita Jeremiah Ponya Laden
(a German shepherd), led Laden to her
involvement in the Pet Friends Association,
where she is a Trustee. She has actively
campaigned to keep dogs at the campus,
and emphasizes that the dogs add to the
quality of student life.
Although she is currently very busy with a
research project in the psychology depart-
ment at Wesleyan University, Laden says
that on her "less busy days" she teaches
swimming to emotionally disturbed children
in a nearby elementary school.
Recognizing a lack of interest on the part
of students toward community involvement
projects, Laden said she would like to see
more students accept volunteer positions
with a "serious attitude."
She said students must make a com-
mitment when accepting even a voluntary
position, yet the rewards from such in-
volvement are many.
During her freshman year Laden worked
as a psychiatric aide at the Institute for
Living in Hartford. Throughout her
sophomore and junior years, Laden worked
with high school students placing them in
various volunteer positions.
Most of the students worked as tutors,
some with the aged, and others assisted in a
ward at the Connecticut Valley Hospital in
Middletown.
While ending her senior year with majors
in psychology and religion Laden also finds
time to write a weekly column for the
TRIPOD and practice and perform with the
student synchronized swimming team.
Sara Laden
SEC Freshman Seats
The way you vote this January will influence the
course of Trinity for centuries to come. In such a
crucial election it is important to know each can-
didate's position. If elected, I promise to bring peace,
prosperity and a sense of purpose to ouc community. I
will support and work for abortion reform, the in-
dependence of Namibia, gynecological services on
campus, an end to the quota system and a supply of lap
boards for Cinestudio. In the past few years I have
worked with the Citizen's Center for Peace and the
SMC. I campaigned for George McGovern and am now
coordinator of the Trinity Young Democrats. I would
like to serve on the SEC in order to get to know the
college better and to help carry out the remaining
necessary changes.
-Sheila Driscoll
I believe the freshmen comprise the most important
student body of any here at Trinity College. They are
both the present and the future - this is a fact. But the
underclass is often treated (used?) only a s a prospect,
many fail to realize it is one-quarter of the present
whole. The solution is representation and respon-
siveness. The SEC has allowed for the presence of our
mouths in the existence of Freshmen "at large ." will it
yield its ears as well? As a candidate I cannot promise
to request this attention - only to demand it.
Frosh. Now more than ever, ,••-•-
Ehrlich's the one.
-Barry J .Ehr l ich
Well of course I was an avid Conservative,
But then the other people bombed my shore.
So I went out to get and become.
Promises of ripe vegetables
and no more greasy chickens.
Don't eat that lettuce,
the preservatives have pies in them.
Majority cooperation and voting.
Bee Dop Bop, Hah!
Besides I 'm an American ...






Selecting five candidates from a long list of un-
familiar names is too often a rather ludicrous form of
Russian roulette:
Hmm.. .Let's see. . .AlbertSchnerd? I think he's in
my Psych, class.. .May as well vote for him. . .Edna
Gumpers? Isn't she the weird-looking kid I met during
orientation and haven't seen since?. . .Herman Got-
talottabumps? With a name like that he can't be all
bad. . .And so on.
In, an attempt to end this absurdity and
simultaneously convince you to vote for Gordon Smith,
I shall briefly describe myself. I am a pacifist; I fully
support the Women's (and Men's) Liberation
Movement; I am highly interested in politics and I
worked for McGovern; and, perhaps most im-
portantly, I am willing to spend the time and effort
required to put my beliefs and principles into practice
on.theS.E.C.
. -Gordon Smith
Statement- Support my ego. Vote for me.
-Timothy Warren
Financial Affairs
The Financial Affairs Committee acts as the only
voice the students have pertaining to Trinity College's
budget. It is an advisory committee to the Trustees and
it serves as a way of letting the Trustees know how the
students, feel about the budget.
It is my belief that the determining factors by which
the budget is based should significantly reflect student
opinion. In order to bring to fruition the proceeding
ideas, I, GlennPreminger hope fervently to ellicit your




Any statement of platform is irrelevant after the
election. I would rather take this opportunity to tell you
why I am running. It is not an easy thing to run for
student office. You expose yourself to criticism, em-
barassment, and ridicule. And, unless you are very
lucky and, more importantly, know a lot of people, you
lose anyway. Yet, when I see the breakdown of com-
munication on this campus, the dissatisfaction among
students and faculty, and the all-too-tragic apathy
destroying everyone, I cannot leave things just as they
are. I work on the premise that unless we can live with
each other, we can never truly live with ourselves. For
this reason, I must try. Thus, I am hereby asking for
your support in electing me to the Board of Inquiry.
-Paul Acampora '74
One year ago, locks were put on all outside
dormitory doors at Wesleyan, and students
were issued keys for both their dormitory
rooms and the outside doors. Walsh ex-
plained, however, that one-half of the doors
are now kept open, because security officers
found beer cans and adhesive' tape being
used to keep the doors open, and finally a
petition was signed by 50% of the students to.
take away the outside locks.
For the upcoming Christmas vacation, all
dormitory doors at Wesleyan will be locked
on Friday, December 22 - a program
resembling that adopted at Trinity this
year. Walsh added students staying on
campus will inform the campus housing
department of their intention and that one
dorm will be kept open for these students,
rather than leaving all dorms open.
The same policy will go into effect at
Central Connecticut, where director of
security Hayes expects "1 or 2 dorm
directors to stay on, but otherwise,
everything will shut down."
front page four
• - At Yale, all outside gates leading to the
school will be locked, but students' room
keys are able to open up these gates.
AH three security directors declined to
make suggestions as to how Trinity could
improve its security.
. Hayes re-iterated the need for co-
operation, and said "each qampus is dif-
ferent. You're a private school and-we're
public."
Walsh explained, "I don't have anything
to say. I think Garofolo is a good man. He's
recognized as one of the leaders of campus
security. We kind of look at Mr. Garofolo as
a man who really knows his job."
Cappiello commented, , "I'm not that
familiar enough with Trinity to speak about,
its security, and I don't think that it would be
fair to Mr. Garofolo or to the school. All I
can say is that good judgment, diplomacy,
and common sense are the keys to security.
99% of being a good police officer is common
sense. If you can prevent rather than solve,
you've got it made."
Current Frat Membership
TO: Members of the Board of Fellows
FROM: J .R. Spencer, Dean for Community Life
RE: Current Fraternity Membership
Listed below are (he current membership figures for
the fraternities active at Trinity.
, / DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Members carried over from1971-72:12, two of whom
are women; September 1972 pledges: 15,4 of whom are
v
 women; Eating club members: one female
ST. ANTHONY HALL
Members carried over from 1971-72: 47, all males;
September 1972 pledges: 8, all males; Eating club
members: 7 females.
PIKAPPAALPHA
Members carried over from 1972-72: 16, all males;
September 1972 pledges: 8, all males. There are 10
others who belong to the local organization but not to
the national; of these 6 are females.
PSIUPSILON
Members carried over from 1971-72: 18, all males
(two of these are not presently on campus); September
1972 pledges: 15, all males; There are no eating club
members.
ALPHA DELTA PHI
Members carried over from 1971-72: 21, all males;
September 1972 pledges: 2, both males; Social
Members: 4, all males; Female associated members:
8,
ALPHA CHI RHO
Members carried over from 1971-72: 15, all males;
September 1972 pledges: 12 (9 are social members);
Eating club members: 5 males; No female members.
1 '
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Protecting Yourself And Your Property
Editor's note; Mr. Garofolo, director of
security at the College, has submitted these
suggestions for improving student safety.)
1. Keep your doors and first floor
windows locked, especially when
leaving your room and upon retiring
for the night. Require identification
before unlocking doors for someone
who knocks. Most crimes which have
been committeed on campus have
been through unlocked doors and
windows.
2. Never prop any door open for
someone who will be joining you later
or while you leave for "just a minute".
It takes less than 20 SECONDS to
burglarize a room.
3. Report any suspicious persons,
misconduct or emergency to Security
immediately. Familiarize yourselves
with as many people as possible who
are part of our college community.
4. Keep emergency phone numbers
handy; they are listed on the back
cover of the College Handbook.
5. Never walk alone at night, try to
establish a buddy system. Avoid dark
vacant areas and shortcuts. If you are
being followed, head quickly for
lighted areas or to a group of people.
6. If you remain on campus over long
weekends, team up with another
student. Try to ascertain who else is
staying on the same floor.
7. Keep your I.D. card handy, if you are
asked to identify yourself, please
cooperate.
8. Record the make, model and serial
number of all stereo equipment,
television sets, radios and other ex-
pensive items. Keep a description of
other valuables, watches, rings, je-
welry, etc.
The Security Office has forms for
"Operation Identification", bicycle
registrations and electric pen
engravers to assist you in this
procedure and it's all free; it will only
take a few minutes of your time.
9. Never leave purses or wallets laying
around, especially when making a
purchase.
10. If you have a motor vehicle, obtain a
campus parking sticker and use the
college parking facilities. Check your
car at least once daily to ascertain
that it's alright. If you come in late at
night and park in one of our peripheral
lots, use our "Escort Procedure".
11. Do not leave valuables exposed in
your car, lock them in your trunk.
Lock the car and take the keys with
you. Look in the car before entering.
12. Never pick up hitchhikers, girls, DO
NOT HITCHHIKE.
13. Keep all doors and windows locked
when driving. If someone tries to'enter
your vehicle when you stop for a
signal, sign or light,' accelerate and
leave the area.
14. Enroll in our Self Defense and First
Aid Courses.
15. Please do not tamper with fire ex-
tinguishers or fire hoses, and do not
prop open any fire doors.
16. Keep bicycles out of stairwells and
hallways.
17. Read the instructions on "What to do
in case of Fire," yellow page in the
College Handbook.
Solon, the ancient law giver of Athens
almost 600 years B.C. was asked to
name the most essential ingredient of
the ideal community. He replied,
"When those who have not been in-
jured become as indignant as those
who have."
Don't wait to be a victim before you
become a believer.
V
Graduate Schools m m ® Annoimcememts
from page one
from Trinity.
Very few students who major in
economics do graduate work in that field.
According to Richard Scheuch,, department
chairman, about 65 to 80% will go on to do
professional graduate school work. He said
that economics is a good major for a career
in law or business. He claims that more will
be accepted by graduate school this year
than last, due to lessened competition. Many
of fhe economics majors, he says, go on to
grad school after a year or two of outside
work experience, .
Of the 70 to 80 seniors majoring in
"—psychology this year, George W. Doten,
chairman, says that about ten to 15 of them
will go on to do graduate work in
psychology. An additional 20 will study
medicine or law, or some other field. Doten
said many majors do not plan to make a
career in psychology. He added that many,
perhaps ten, will choose to take a year or
two off before applying to graduate school,
according to Richard K.
Morris, chairman, there are no education
majors. Rather, seniors have gone into
programs which prepare them for secon-
dary school certification. Trinity offers a
graduate program in education, which
provides in-service training for teachers,
and also offers'a Master's degree.
Faculty . . .
The Board o£ Governors will delegate
responsibility to the council for im-
plementing policy, for resolving differences
among the participating colleges, and for
solving any other problems that arise, ac-
cording to Nye.
Hugh Ogden, president of the Trinity
chapter of the AAUP and assistant professor
of English, said the resolution, passed with
only one dissenting vote, expresses-
"discouragement and hostility" of the
chapter's 40-50 members. He said the
faculty "is appalled with the manner in
which the Consortium has been presented to
them," because they were not permitted to
participate in planning the Consortium.
from page one
The following is the text of the AAUP
resolution:
Be it resolved that:
The Trinity Chapter of the AAUP takes
offense with and is appalled by the manner
in which the idea of a consortium was
presented to the faculty.
And be it further resolved that: :
This condemnation in no way expresses the.
scope" of our concern with and opposition to
the suggestion that policy has been made
with regard to Trinity College by a group
wholly outside this institution, as we believe
that the faculty should be consulted about
and approve any arrangement that will
affect the educational environment, for
example, faculty work load.
Columbia Trad Dies
New York, N.Y. (CPS)-Traditions change
slowly at Ivy League schools, so it was a
major event when workers deleted the word
"Men's" from the canopy of the old Men's
Faculty Club at Columbia University.
The Men's and Women's Faculty Clubs
merged recently and, as a campus memo
stated, "Women now have a chance to peer
into formerly off-limits corners."
Professor of English George Stade spoke
for many of his colleagues when he said the
merger was "a good idea but I have not been
• able to notice any difference" at the club. A
fellow professor agreed adding, "Yes, the
food is still unsatisfactory."
Pianist Ohlsson
Garrick Ohlsson, pianist, first American
winner of the International Chopin Com-
petition Award in Warsaw, will perform two
works with the Hartford Symphony Or-
chestra on his return engagement here
• Wednesday Evening, December 13th, 8:15
p.m. at the Bushnell Memorial, with Arthur
Winograd conducting. He opens the
program with Weber's Konzerstuck for
Piano and Orchestra, and will conclude the
evening's concert with Liszt's Second Piano
Concerto in A Major.
Ohlsson is the recipient of three of the
world's most important piano competitions:
Italy's Busoni, the Montreal Competition
and the most prestigious of them all, the
International Chopin Competition Award in
Warsaw, a competition held only once every
five years.
In addition to the two piano works to be
heard at this concert, the Orchestra will
include Hindemith's Mathis der Maler, and
Wagner's Siegfried Idyll.
Ticket information is available at the
"Bushnell Box Office: 246-6807.
Bill Proposed
No Tax On Lottery
WASHINGTON, D.C. - U.S. Rep. Stewart
B. McKinney (R-Conn.) said today that
when the 93rd Congress convenes, he will re-
introduce his bill exempting state lottery
winnings from federal income taxes.
"The feeling in Washington is that 1973
will be the year of tax reform," McKinney
said, "and if this is so, then this bill should
be a number one priority."
The purpose of the bill, the 4th District
lawmaker noted, is three-fold: "To remove
the inequity involved in one governmental
entity giving money out and another taking
it away; to eliminate the advantage held by
illegal numbers' rackets which double-team
the state lotteries and pay off with untaxed
funds; and to assist states in their efforts to
increase revenues."
In recent weeks, McKinney said, New
Jersey's state lottery commissioner, Ralph
Batch, instituted a daily lottery so as to
impair the efficiency of bookmaking
operations which Batch felt would not have
sufficient manpower to compete on a daily
basis.
"Passage of the bill," McKinney added,
12-COLLEGE EXCHANGE
Applications for the 12-College Exchange
for 1973-74 are available in the Office of
Educational Services (Dean Winslow),
Applications from present sophomores who
wish to spend their full junior year on ex-
change are preferred. However, others may
apply. Applications are due in the Office of
Educational Services no later than Thur-
sday, 1 February 1973. All applications, even
those for only the second term of 1973-74, are
due then. On or about Monday, 12 February
1973, each applicant will know whether he or
she can be accommodated for exchange at
the college of his or her first choice.
LEGISLATIVE INTERN
Opportunities to apply for a two course
credit internship through the Office of
Legislative Research of the Connecticut
General Assembly for Trinity Term are
available. This is a different program from
the program Professor McKee is super-
vising. Any interested student must see
Professor Gary Jacobson of the Political
Science Department by Friday, 8 December
1972. • • • • . : . •
"could put the bookies out of business en-
tirely. More importantly, however, \ believe
we have to speak to the issue of credibility in
government. It can be rather deflating for a
lottery winner who wins $50,000 one day and
then loses almost half of it the next day to
taxes."
According to McKinney, a family of four,
with an annual income of $12,000, at stan-
dard deductions, would be required to pay
$22,000 in federal income taxes on winning a
$50,000 lottery prize. "To that kind of
family," he added, "$22,000 represents
about two years' income; to the federal
government, it's a drop in the bucket."
Also, the federal treasury regards lottery
taxes as unanticipated revenue and
therefore, enactment of, the bill would not
affect the government's projected yield.
In the 92nd Congress, McKinney's bill was
referred to the House Ways and Means
Committee which declined to hold hearings
on the measure, It's entirely possible,
however, that in this coining year, it will
also be examined by the House Judiciary
Committee due to the effect organized crime
is having on state lotteries.
Russia
from page five
strong, to Russia. £amuel Kassow, another
instructor in history, also spent a year in
Russia under this treaty, in 1971-72.
West said he will try to imbuxe the
travellers with "the more shock, the better-
then we know we've succeeded." He ex-
plained there is a tremendous difference
between travelling in Western Europe and
Russia. "There is a kind of uniqueness I
want to give people...They'11 never forget it




that she was fired for "blatantly political
reasons" Tufts University Assistant
Progessor Christiane Joost is filing a sex
discrimination suit with the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission.
Joost, a fine arts instructor, says that her
firing "is a direct result of not having kept
quiet in the face of gross injustice."
The reasons listed by Faculty of Arts and
Sciences Dean Bernard Harleston for her
dismissal are that she had not yet gotten her
Ph.D., and that her area of interest
duplicated that of the former department
chairman, Professor Ivan Galantic.
Joost called those reasons "false issues
and lame excuses," and said the real reason
behind her firing was that she resisted
harassment from Galantic when he was
department chairman. She said that
Galantic had told her she would lose her job
if she didn't agree with him, and then he
ordered her to turn over her personal slide
collection to the department under penalty
of losing her job.
She also claimed that she was told to flunk
one of her students even though the student
was not failing, and to add to her class list
the names of two students and grade them,
even though they would not attend or par-
ticit>ate in the class.
Calling those requests "unethical and
illegal" she refused.
One of Joosts' most serious charges
against Galantic was that he publicly
slandered her. She said Galantic told her
that he had told art historians all over the
Boston area that she was "a liar and an
immoral woman."
Joost and another professor filed a
complaint last year with the Faculty
Committee on Personnel, charging that
Galantic had told faculty members rumors
about her private life. The committee took
no action, but referred her to Harleston.
Joost says that her firing is a result of sex
discrimination, and ignores the quality ot
her teaching which has been described by
many students as excellent.
She claims that Harleston told her he
wasn't interested in student course
evaluations because, he said, the students
could be manipulated.
Joost, in addition to filing the sex
discrimination suit, is appealing her
dismissal to u -rsity officers. The Equal
Employment portunity Commission
reportedly will soon visit Tufts to in-
vestigate Joost's charges as well as sex
discrimination charges made by another
woman employee at Tufts.
Student Directed
One-Act Productions
THE TRIPOD, DECEMBER 12, 1972, Page 9
At left: Glenn Gustafspn gave an excellent performance as the
title figure in Christian Horn's production of Samuel Becket's
KRAPP'S LAST TAPE. Above: On the same bill was Stephen
Roytance's improvised clown show entitled I'M SORRY. Pic-
tured is Tim Warren who was wonderful as the ghoulish








presented by the Lyceum
Musicum
Hartt College of Music
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 13 8:30 P.M.
an evening of Portuguese






guitarist Antonio -Mendonca and
Joao Silva - Spanish guitar. Ad-
mission: 75£ students and faculty -
$1.00 for others. Portuguese wine
will be served.





ALL PROGRAMS ARE FREE.
THE ENTIRE COLLEGE COM-
MUNITY IS INVITED TO AT-
TEND.
Godspell
Godspell, the rock musical based upon the
Gospel According to St. Matthew will be
presented at the Bushnell January 1 and 2 at







Over 700 people jammed the Trinity
College Chapel for each of the two Festival
Services of Lessons and Carols, Sunday
evening in the College Chapel. This
dramatic annual program retained its
traditional format of interspersing Carols
performed by the Trinity Concert Choir
between the five Lessons of the service,
Following a quiet, moody Prelude La
Nativite by Jean L'anglais, the darkened
Chapel was filled with the light and sound of
the Choral Invocation and Processional Veni
Emanuel. The first Carol Fanfare for
Christman Day by Martin Shaw was a big,
short, well performed piece (excepting
perhaps the trumpet introduction).
The second carol, a rich a capella piece by
Tomas Luis de Victoria, O Magnum
Mysterium, was a perfect work for per-
formance in the College Chapel. Conductor
Reilly approached the work subtly with nice
smooth cadencing, rather than full stops at
the end of phrases. The beauty of this piece
was almost lost due to the basses slow loss of
pitch and the tenors attempts to squeeze out
their higher notes. The mood was recovered,
however, in the contrapuntal Alleluia en-
ding.
There is No Rose, the anonymous (c.1430)
third carol was a good example of the bare
cadences of the 13th century. In it various
solo and small group passages were con-
trasted with choral refrain. The only verse
warrenting distinction was the last per-
formed by Alto Jane Harlan and Soprano
Eileen Bristow. , .
Benjamin Britten's A Boy was Born ends
each verse with a series of varied
Alleluyahs. The Choir delt well with these
refrains, but individual voices tended to
stick out during verses. The last Carol of the
service, Of the Father's Heart Begotten
grew mysteriously from a quiet a cappella
verse sung well by the bass section of the
choir, to one with the female voices with
organ countermelody, and eventually to the
full chorus. The last verse, a mixture of
chordal and canonic treatment of the
melody ended on a massive tonic chord.
Following the Doxology, the Choir, under
the direction of Jonathan Reilly, College
Organist and Choirmaster, presented the
American premiere of a Christmas Cantata
by Marc-Antoine Charpentier (1634-1704)
DIALOGUS INTER ANGELOS ET
PASTORES JUDAEE IN NATIVITATEM
DOMINI. The entire score of the
DIALOGUS was. transcribed from the
original Charpentier manuscript by Dr.
Clarence H. Barber. An original translation
of the text was provided by Chaplain Alan C.
Tull.
Of special note in the performance of the
Cantata was the use of recorder as a part of
the orchestra-,-which" added a mellowness to
the sound with flutes could not provide. They
were especially effective during the
movement NUIT when all the lights in the
Chapel were dimmed (at Dr. Barber's in-
sistence for authenticity). Lianne Johnson
'74 was by far the best soloist of the evening.
Her beautiful tone quality, good sense of
phrasing and real command of her music
made her stand out, especially in the section
Nolite timere.
The formality of the annual service adds
to its appeal. The pomp and dignity with
which Verger Thomas Jensen escorted each
Lesson reader to and from their seats, the
beauty of the new hanging banners, and the
elegance of the vestments the participants
wear, all help to keep the Service of Lessons
and Carols a welcome annual event at
Trinity. But perhaps even more important is
the consistent quality with which the Trinity
Concert Choir picks and performs its
musical numbers.
Tea And Sympathy
On December 15 and 16 at 8:15 TEA AND
SYMPATHY by Robert Anderson will be
presented in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center. The production is being
produced by the Department of Dramatic
Arts of the Hartford Branch of the
University of Connecticut. Tickets are
available at the door. Student prices are
$1.50 and non-students $2.00.
TEA AND SYMPATHY was Anderson's
first Broadway venture in 1953 and proved to
be the sensation of the season. The play was
Deborah Kerr's vehicle to stardom. In the
fifties there were seven newspaper critics
who virtually assured the success or failure
of a Broadway production. In the case of
TEA AND SYMPATHY there were
unanimous raves from all seven qritics.
One recurring theme in TEA AND
SYMPATHY centers on Tom's (a young
student) desire to live his own life in his own
way. Also as Anderson himself said, "you
have to get involved with someone
sometime and this involvement if it is sin-
cere usually means some kind of personal
sacrifice." TEA AND SYMPATHY is
twenty years old but the basic themes are
perhaps more meaningful today.
First Styron Play
"In the Clap Shack," a new play by the
noted novelist William Styron, will open at
the Yale Repertory Theatre in New Haven
on Friday, December 15.
In 1967, William Styron was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize for "The Confessions of Nat
Turner."- He has also written "Lie Down in
Darkness," "The Long March" and "Set
This House on Fire." Mr. Styron is a native
of Newport News, Virginia, a graduate of
Duke University, and a resident of Roxbury,
Connecticut.
"In the Clap Shack," Mr. Styron's first
play, is set in the Urological Ward of a large
Naval hospital in the South during the
summer of '43. It is a comedy with serious
overtones which laughs at subjects not
usually considered comical. Conversely, it
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A portion of a 17th century French
baroque Christmas cantata was an at-
tractive oddity on the program of lessons
and carols heard Sunday night at Chapel
vespers. Marc-Antoine Charpentier's
"Dialogue Between the Angels and the
Shepherds,"- heard in its first American
performance, came last on the program but
demands premiere consideration.
The Charpentier music, unearthed and
transcribed by Dr. Barber, sets a text that is
a pastiche of Bible passages and devotional
interjection. Chaplain Tull, who provided
the English translation in the printed
programs, pointed out that >lines are
variously used from Isaiah, Luke, and the
Psalms, With a redemptor noster tossed in
for good measure. The verses treat of the
prophecy of Jesus's birth and the angelic
account of it to those certain poor
shepherds.
On first hearing, the nine segments-two of
them purely instrumental-were charming,
even a bit startling in their simplicity and
brevity. Repeats and vocal variations
characteristic of the late baroque were
almost absent. Solo vocal honors were
claimed by the angel who brought the good
news to the awed bucolics; the young lady
managed a difficult vocal line very cleanly.
The pastoral "symphony" was notable for
its organ continuo and recorder parts. The
concluding shepherds' song was the big
choral moment; here and elsewhere the
Trinity Concert Choir sounded good.
Of the carols, two in particular stood out:
the ancient and dignified 0 Magnum
Mysterium and a modern setting of "A Boy
was Born." The latter is really a miniature
set of choral variations by Benjamin
Britten, published as his opus 3 when he was
21 years old (he began composing at age 9).
Something of a disappointment was "Of the
Father's Heart Begotten." David Willcocks,
who is (I hope) director of the choir of
King's College Chapel, Cambridge,
arranged this in rather predictable build-up
fashion.
To return to Britten: the Concert Choir's
subdued processional singing reminded me
of the plain-song entrances in this com-
poser's recent series of church parables.
Mr. Reilly should consider presenting oneoi
these unique music dramas in the near-
perfect setting of Trinity's Chapel.
The Trinity Review
No Mere Cow Fodder, It's Ar t . . .
By Larry Pistell
Naked Brunch
As I was waiting to enter the dining room
with the rest of the herd last Friday, a
dreamy young Guernsey (named Sally)*
with large udders and frantic eyes broke
from the line. She trotted over to a formica
table, lowered her head, and without the
slightest hesitation began to swallow the
beautiful orange booklets which rested upon
it. With the greatest dispatch I rushed to
-•her-r ••gi'SSjjecr her about the throat, and
forced her to regurgitate those copies of the
Trinity Review that she had not yet.
swallowed. To my amazement she burst into
moaning. "What's the difference between
this and a Saga-Burger?" she sobbed, tears
rolling to the floor. For a moment I felt
somewhat cowed. Then I saw that the poor
creature had obviously taken too many
courses in sociology and psychology-she had
that look in her eye.
Inside the dining room, I steered her
towards a table, and carefully avoided all
mention of The Review until she'd lapped up
the last bit of her Granola, and was
peacefully chewing her cud. She really was
looking calmer, so I seized my chance.
"Listen, Sally," I said to her, "There is
some very inspiring writing in this booklet.
The Trinity Review is no mere cow fodder,
it's Art!...take for instance Richard
Woodward's "As the Crow Flies." It's a
short but very well written story, packed
with fine visual detail, and well paced. The
characters are portrayed with considerable
subtlety, and the subject matter is quite
unusual. A great deal of consideration is
given to texture in this story, so much so
that when Katherine is "clawing at the
railing of the stairs,'' I really anticipated the
pain of her falling. I won't tell you more, but
you really must read it."
Sally looked up at me with some
hesitation. "I'm not sure I'm really in-
terested in stories about real people," she
admitted. "Well," Iwhispered, "Do you
enjoy sex-fantasies?" I heard her hoofs





Walking along the South: Bank
Fog drifted over the Thames
the naked trees etched myriads of complex
black designs against the nearsighted sky
the lights over Westminster Bridge waved and
flowed to the river rhythm
the orange crescent of a moon sailed stately
through a serene sea
Big Ben stood erect, seeing and protecting all.
tt was a scene of such blackgrey beauty
-the river, the lights, trie moon, and the trees-
that ! concluded
It was not' really London
but rather, London In a dream
approaching and seducing me
in my long carrtetshalr coat and red umbrella
yes a dream
London.
1 am really in West Hartford, in 1958
And,-! SWBII never wake.'
perceptible throaty "mooo!" I knew she was
interested. "Michael Gross has -written a
classic," I told her. "A little Woody Allen, a
little Clockwork Kumquat, a great deal of
slobbering...you'd like this one, Sally."
"Tell me more," she lowed. "Well, the key
to this story is to expect the unexpected to
slam you over the head line after line.
Cigarrettes are ruthlessly destroyed,
housewives are thrown to the floor, and the
hero makes love to both a man and a woman
while a train passes outside. So much sex,
though-it's a bit hard to stomach."
Sally's reply was quick-'Tve got six of
them," she said, and snatched the Review
from my hand. She began to read the Gross
story, at first voraciously, then slowly.
Finally she shut the Review, and pushed it
qcross the table. "I come from a good
background, you know, and while this is
very amusing, it's-well-a bit seamy." "Well
then," I replied, read Demoke's "Batfasio's
Belief-it's short, extremely imaginative,
and can truly be called charming. The
humor is subtle, the scene is medieval. The
story reads quickly, and you'll really ponder
over the meaning of the "brick". Un-
derneath all the imagination, there are very
serious ideas at work. It will satisfy you as a
story, and challenge your intellect. A real
sense of sadness is evoked by the end of the
story, even though it has run only a page and
a half."
Sally took the Review from me, and
thumbed through the pages. I noticed that
she was already beginning to look more
human. "Say, there's poetry in here, she
said, and I saw that she was reading
Elizabeth Egloff's poem, "The Swimmers."
"That is a beautiful one, isn't it," I
remarked-"the grace of those lines and their
flow parallels the movement of the boys
themselves. It is a very finely crafted poem,
especially in the transition to the third
stanza. While everything fits together, the
final line greatly increases the mystery and
suggestiveness of the poem. Also read the
two very fine poems by Gigi Bradford, who
writes consistently fine poetry. "Spring
Thaw" is my favorite. It is filled with the
great sensitivity Gigi shows towards nature
in the first poem "Axis," but goes further
and relates the mood of the thaw to her
situation with her lover, and to an
imaginative, childlike world. The final
stanza is solemn, and there are several
ways, (all of which are interesting) to read
the first and final lines of the stanza.
Saily interrupted me-"Uh-Oh!," she
cried, "Here's one about a slaughter-
-house.1' Calm down, I said, "Read it, and
' Ml me what you think." As I watched Sally
read the poem I thought how she was
beginning to look more and more like and
English major. "These two main stanza's of
Richard Vane's poem are beautifully
contrasted," she said, "but the second
stanza is not nearly so effective as the first
The voice in between the stanzas in one that
took courage for the poet to use, and it does
throw an ironic light on the central idea of
"depending on the body."
 (i
"I can see you're on your own now, Sally,
I said to her, but listen to my opinions. All
the poetry in The Review is good, some
excellent. The sixth and seventh stanzas of
Hugh Ogden's poem contained a brilliant
image which was a moment of poetic
triumph. Chase Twichell's poem, "Frontier
Life," is unique in its ability to suggest in-
tense personal emotion through skillful use
of images. Finally, I insist that you read
Ginny Butera ' s poem, "Intermission.
Ginny has successfully described two
distinct situations in terms of sound ana
light. The reader is left to compare tnern,
then to recreate a new poem from me
synthesis of the two stanzas. "Intermission
has a kind of metaphysical com-
plexity .. .Italy certainly has worked wonders
for Ginny. Her poem is as good as anything
in the Review. , ,
 t
"Enough!" cried Sally, "I'm off to LOCK-
jaw's lecture on The Rationality of BanalW
I intend to read the rest of the Review
myself."
Dissatisfied with confining job
situation after graduation, I'm at-
tempting to set up a company of
student painters in the Hartford
area in conjunction with a friend in
Boston. I'd like to stay away from
pauperism and I'd like to make
some jobs which don't require
washing tables until 12:00 for $1.85
an hour. If you have any ideas please
Call Mark after 6 at 693-0189.
APOLOGIES
The TRIPOD would like to
apologize to Jim Cobbs, whose
excellent interview with
Elizabeth Garofolo went un-by-
lined, and Uoyd Wolf, whose
photographs of the one acts went
uo-credited.
MHBOG Sock Hop:
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By Vince Everett
"Go Johnny Go!" That was the cry that
issued from the floor of the Washington
Room last Friday night. The performer was
Johnny Krysko, who topped off an evening
of the very solid gold. The key word here is
gold; Johnny in all his greasy glory was
apparalled in a gold lame outfit. After an
hour of records ably emceed by Norman
Luxemburg and David Cass, the curtains
onstage were closed. They reopened
revealing a truly dazzling spectable. With
his back to the audience Johnny stood poised
in a classic rocker position. The music of his
backup band slowly built up to a crescendo,
at which point he then whipped around and
laid on a very funky version of "Heartbreak
Hotel."
The audience had gotten hints of the show
from posters and handbills around campus,
but no one was prepared for the per-
formance that was to follow. It was not the
usual Shanana-type show which burlesques
the fifties era. Rather it seemed to try and
capture the essence of the old rock and roll
spirit. Johnny and the Dynamics facily
moved from Little Richard to Chuck Berry,
to Jerry Lee Lewis, to Elvis Presley. I have
yet to hear more driving versions of such
songs as "Memphis", "Johnny B, Goode",
"Long Tall Sally", "Hound Dog", or
"Jailhouse Rock".
The three ballads that were performed
were not as well received. While excellently
brought off, the audience was so aroused
that efforts by Johnny to sooth them were
almost futile. The crowd went through the
motions of slow dancing but the electricity
was crackling and they were just marking
time until the next rocking number. Asked
about this Johnny said: "I was powerless. I
Studio Arts Majors Exhibit
tried to slow the murderous pace with "Love
Me Tender" and other such songs, but they
just wouldn't have it. They demanded an
ever-increasing amount of energy from us. I
had lost control. They wanted more rockers
and they wanted them in a hurry."
The hour and one half set built up to a high
point with the song "Jailhouse Rock."
Although the band worded very hard
throughout the evening this was their show
stopper. In this finale Johnny brought
together in a heightened fashion all the
elements that were present throughout the
show. Sweating profusely he bumped and
grinded until he reached what could only be
described as sexual ecstasy. It was an un-
believable ending to an unusual set and the
audience responded uproariously. Johnny
has assured me that next semester he will
be back with an even bigger show still ably
backed by his Dynamics- Dave Henderson
on drums, Rick Siegler and Ken Padach
switching leads on guitar, Malcolm Kirby on
bass and guest artist Kent Howard sitting in
on piano.
The evening did not "grind" to a halt at
that point. Norm Luxemburg and Hope
Cohen kept the energy level high with a
spectacular dance exhibition that concluded
with Hope flipping over Norm's shoulder.
Dave Cass (looking the part of a Fifties
emcee) and Norm (in glorious black satin)
continued spinning discs until one o'clock in
this Mather Board of Governors event. The
audience retired, exhausted but satisfied.
Looking down from their teenage heaven,
Richy Valens, the Big Booper, Buddy Holly,





Molly Dillon, Carroll Dunham, Nancy
Griffin, and Cindy Parzych are showing
selected pieces in the Austin Art Center
lobby this week. It does not seem valuable to
discuss the show of the graduating art
students' works in terms of quality. Quality
is, of course, relative; a basis for judging
quality in art must come an art historical
knowledge or personal taste. Rather than
place the art presently on display on this
scale, and discuss it in terms of quality, it is
more instructive to deal with the works in
terms of intention.
The work of these four artists is related by
a form of self-criticism, or an examination
of the process of art (craft is certainly not
the issue). The most direct manifestation of
this is in the work of Nancy Griffin. Ms.
Griffin has done a series of paintings on
paper which incorporate a pencil grid for
their formal structure. She then fills in the
various squares with a thick impasto, giving
an equal quantity of paint to each square.
Using a palate knife, she then transfers the
paint to an adjoining square. The paintings
become a clinical analysis of the painting
gesture. The physical actions of painting
can be reduced to omission, addition,
removal and transfer. In these works a..
spontaneous gesture is made, then repeated,
and perhaps made meaningless. Ms. Griffin:
uses various colors, but: they seem random
and read as paint, not color.-
Children's Theatre
"The Hamburger Mayor of Night City," a
new children's play by William Hauptman,
will be presented by the Yale Children's
Theatre Sunday through Friday, December
17 through 22. The holiday adventure story is
the first of three plays - planned for
youngsters this year,
"The Hamburger Mayor of Night City"
follows the adventures of a small boy in a
strange city where the sun never shines and
the streets are swept by giant fans. When
Paul Dodd loses his parents, he meets a
gallery of unforgettable characters in-
cluding the secret mayor of a hamburger
kitchen.
Performances will be at 1:00 p.m. on
December 17,18, and 19, and'at 1:00 and 3:00
p.m. on December 20, 21 and22; at the Vale
University Theatre, 222 York Street, New
Haven! Reservations may be made by
calling 562-6500 and 562-9953.
i n !
Cindy Parzych's paintings deal in a more
conventional manner with color. The system.,
that I understand to be behind her work is
less readily available to the viewer. The
"all-over" color quality leads one to think
that they could be, as in the work of Jackson
Pollock, a section cropped from a larger
canvas. Closer inspection reveals that this is
not the case. The canvasses are actually
divided into spaces of experimentation with
color and gesture. Furthermore, throughout
all her work, she has allowed the physical
structure of the wooden stretcher frame to
remain visible in the painting surface. The
visible stretcher acts as a framing edge that
makes one conscious that a painting is more
than a surface of color.
Both Molly Dillon and Carroll Dunham
are interested in the qualities of line. Ms.
Dillon exhibits two square canvasses on
which grids are demarked through a build-
up of freehand strokes of colored chalk. If I
am correct in my understanding of her
process, she sets up a primary grid struc-
ture of straight lines, and obliterates them
with the chalk, and reinstates an illusion of
the line. The soft quality of the chalk
contrast to the grid structure, creates a
sensuousness one would not think possible in
such a forma} arrangement.
Both the painting, and, the sculpture by
Carroll Dunham show a fascination with the
permutations,of logical thought. His pair of
paintings' on; paper deals with the
relationship of, the. painted stroke to the
ruled line. He works with the single brush
stroke, which would normally be an ex-
pressionist gesture, but uses it in a
systematic manner. The works employ line
as a boundary, and.line as a countour. In his
sculpture, Dunham concerns himself with
the inversion of ideas. The timber piece has
two basic variations, halved and quartered,
with an interchange between those pieces
which are supported and those which are
supporting. The piece is hurt, however, in its
present location because the pattern of the
stone floor seems to overwhelm what is
essentially a very quiet sculpture.
The work of these four artists is unified in
that it addresses itself to the: dialectic
between artistic reality (illusion) and the
physical reality of the materials. The in-
terchange of ideas evident in their work
reflects a most valuable aspect of art
education. The concepts they are dealing
with, however-, are not those usually ap-
proached in art education, but rather they
are the problems of art. •
r: Student Dance ConcertCuteness And Gimmickry
By Jean Ashburn
Whatever happened to the days when a
student dance concert at Trinity was a
standing-room-only event? This question,
which has plagued the dance department in
recent years, was answered difinitively
during Friday night's performance at the
Austin Arts Center. The recent dance
programs simply could not have passed
muster in the exciting days of the late Clive
Thompson - early Judy Dworin era.
There are several possible explanations
for this, each of them reflected in Friday
night's performance. The polish and zest
which characterized Trinity dance concerts
in the past was gone and in its place was an
overwhelming sense of sameness. Nearly'
every piece was an attempt at good humor
which degenerated into over-simplified
cuteness and gimmickry. For example, a
piece called "You play my game, I'll play
yours" attempted to relate the movement of
basketball players to the dance, which is not
in itself a bad idea. However, the presence
of the basketball and Vaughn Durkee's
entrance as referee (complete with cap and
whistle) made the whole thing seem like an
exhibition of basketball for which purpose
we might just as well have spent the evening
in the Ferris Athletic Center.
Another piece of the same genre, "1 to 20
backwards: child's play" lost some truly
delightful moments (such as Jay Fagan's
lipsinking rendition of "Try to Remember"
and Fred Grave's phenomenal imitation of a
mole) in a flurry of balloons and such
musical effects as the much-abused
"William Tell Overture." "1 to 20" also
suffered from bad lighting, a defect which
was present to a greater or lesser degree
through-out the evening. I, for one, would
like to see fewer basketballs, balloons, and
whistles on the dance floor and greater
exploration of movement and energy levels.
Judy Dworin's "Like a horse and
carriage" which was presented on Parent's
Weekend as a "work in progress" seemed
not to have progressed very far in the past
month. "Like a horse" was a good example
of what happens to a piece when you work on
it too much; the performers became bored
with it, or so their facial expressions led us
to believe. As a satire on the conventions of
love through the ages "Like a horse" tended
to be a bit heavy-handed; the sequence from
"Tommy", for example, was just too long.
As a celebration of current conventions of
love it worked beautifully. During the final
'celebration' the dancers came alive,
illuminating the choreography and ending
the concert oh a positive note.
Following, a, childhood tradition, of .sating
the best for last I would like to comment on
Stephanie Woodward's "Lobby Piece"
which was performed during the in-
termission. The performers were 'frozen'
through-out the lobby and halls in the at-
titude of statues. Led by Ms. Woodward,
each statue gradually became a part of an
intricate line dance which wound its way
through the halls, luring the audience back
into the theatre. Then, with the houselights
still up they performed one of the most
cohesive pieces of the evening, very ef-
fictively setting the tone for the second half
of the show.
"Lobby Piece" was followed by "...if not.
at ourselves"' winch was choreographed and
performed by Gina Zarilli and Fied Graves.
This piece was an interesting contrast to the
other pieces on the program because its
attempt at good-humored parody (in this
case a parody of the ballet) was un-
selfconsciously successful. There was no
straining after comic effect. There were no
contrivances to detract from the movement
of the dancers. And most importantly,
"Ourselves" was the only piece of the
evening which the dancers consistently,
communicated a sense of enjoying what
they were doing.
With the exception of these bright spots,
Friday night's concert illustrated amply
that Trinity's dance program needs a shot in
the arm if it is to reclaim the good name it
enjoyed several years ago. This is not meant
to be an indictment of Judy Dworin. On the
contrary, it is largely thanks to her efforts
that we have a dance program at Trinity at
all. I have tried to indicate that blame, if
blame must be assigned, lies partially with
the students and patially with the in-
structors. However, that favorite hob-
byhorse of fledgling critics--the ad-
ministration-must bear its fair share of
responsibility for the sad state of affairs in
Seabury 49. This is not simply a case of
"when in doubt, blame the administration,"
If Friday night's concert proved anything it
was that one person cannot be expected to
effectively administer a department which
handles over 150 students every semester.
Perhaps with a bit more care in the
selection and rendering of material on the
part of students and instructors and with
administrative help in adding several full-
time instructors the Trinity Student Dance
concerts of the future will once again pack
them in.
; • . • !
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Reasserting Faculty Rights
Barring any additional last-minute attempts at
filibuster, the faculty will finally vote today on the tenure
reform proposal that has been in preparation for the past
year and a half. The proposal, if accepted, will allow closer
faculty control over tenure decisions, as well as bring
about other urgently-needed reforms in the present an-
tiquated system.
We^have recently seen an erosion of faculty perogatiyes
by the administration, climaxed by the announcement of
the Hartford Consortium program two weeks ago. It is
becoming apparent that the faculty must reassert its role
at the College, both in determining curriculum and in
handling its own affairs relative to tenure.
Qualification for tenure should be determined by those in
the academic field, not by administrators who are neither
scholars nor teachers. By increasing the proportion of
faculty members on the committee, the proposal
recognizes the clear jurisdiction the faculty should hold
over appointments and promotions.
We are gratified to see that the discrimination against
tenured associate professors serving on the Appointments
and Promotions committee will end if the proposal is
approved. We can see no reason why this discrimination
has been enforced in the past.
We give special endorsement to the proposal that tenure
be granted solely on the basis of a professor's
qualifications. Junior faculty of high calibre should of
course be retained by the College, regardless of the
number of tenured faculty already in that department.
Trinity historically has emphasized the teaching ability
of its faculty. There certainly is no "publish or perish"
policy here, as at other institutions. Unfortunately,
determination of teaching quality is now largely based on
course enrollments. Such a system means that with few
exceptions an easy grader will attract many students
while a more rigorous instructor faces smaller classes.
The proposed student evaluation system is an excellent
idea; certainly students are in the best position to judge
their professors' teaching ability. Yet the system will not
succeed unless members of the faculty give the
evaluations their serious consideration.
On the other hand, it should be the students' respon-
sibility to organize the faculty tenure evaluations. Perhaps
this function can be undertaken by the Student Executive •,
Committee. This effort should be exparjided|t6 include a
published evaluation^ ajl cpiirses ajid 0 professors <riia
yearly basis as a guide for students.
Rebecca Adams, Kent Allen, Bonnie Bernstein, Phil Biegluch, Scott
Cameron, Candy Cassln, Maria Christopher, Jim Cobbs, Abby Collier,
Frances Congdon, Anne Corneel, Robin Danziger, Rebecca Dunn, Mike
Egan, Danny Freelander, Eric Gibson, Lenny Goldschmldt, Sheryl
Greenberg, Glenn Gustafson, Margie Johnson, Lois Kimmelman, Nell
Kobrosky, Rich Lovering, Carol.Manego, Mitch Mandel, A'ndy Merz,
Aron Pasternack,
 M ark SalonialTom Santopietro;'Bill Shea, Jil l Sif
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We wish a speedy recovery to Nancy
Braus '75, who recently became an un-
willing victim of slippery roads and now
temporarily resides in Hartford Hospital.
Don't send her any printer's ink; try in-





We would like to thank all those people
who made our first week of business as big a
success as it was. We would like to thank
David Lee for helping to turn an idea into
reality; we would like to thank all the people
who worked for us; we would like to thank
Mather Hall Board of Governors for helping
to provide entertainment; we would like to
thank the actors of the three plays as well as
all the musicians who performed during the
weekend. And especially, we thank all the
customers who visited us.






It is very nice that the previously deprived'
students of Trinity now have a coffee house.
However, it seems a grand shame that the
college feels that the coffee house is the sole
function of the former TX house. The day
care center proposal that many people
worked hard on is apparently as easily
forgotten by the majority of students here as
all the other problems outside their im-
mediate sphere of interest.
Day care is a necessity for many mothers,
and is certainly beneficial to the child.
There are many students at Trinity who
wanted to give their time to the proposed
center. There are women with children
needing day care at Trinity. All the centers
in Hartford are filled to capacity, with
waiting lists. All this seems to have been
ignored, and now it's very nice that the





Susan Pomerantz and Theodor Mauch of
the Department of Religion are building a
compost pile in the vacant lot opposite the
Alumni and Public Relations Offices on
Vernon Street. Chaplain Tull's hopes for a
garden (eschatology) and the tidepf leaves
and windfalls of apple and pear trees
(ecology) are being engineered into this
nuclear stock-pile. "It's interdisciplinary,"
was the unofficial blessing of Dr. H. McKim
Steele, Chairman of the Intercultural
Studies Program. Until Mr. Crandall and
"Sonny" of Buildings and Grounds con-
tributed some of their extensive collections
and many helpful people bagged leaves at
curbside, Dr. Mauch operated as "The
Midnight Raker," "He has since gone
legitimate and profits from the toil and
sweat of others," says Mrs. Pomerantz who
teaches ethics.
"Chapel apples, Chapel apples, that's
what those leaves need," muttered Danny
Freelander, Chairman of TCC, as he helped
carry reeking boxes filled from the row of
Chapel crabapple trees. "The simple fact is
that one good-sized tree produces fifty
dollars worth of nutrients," states G.
Hempelmann Wottgenstein, Prolegomena
zu Wissenschaftlichen Untersuchungen uber,
Kompostbildung (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr,
1893), Zwolf Bande, IX: 317.
(name withheld by request)
Wood'
To the Editor: r-.mitv
As members of the college community,
and workers at the recent blood drive we
would like to commend the effortsM
everyone who donated blood, the volunteer
workers, and especially Peter Basch our
on-campus co-ordinator. With people: SIK*
as this involved, we are confident that the
coming spring drive will enjoy an even
greater success.
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This issue of Inside magazine is dedicated to those
Trinity students who have given their lives fighting in
Vietnam. For some unknown reasons these men who
experienced the same joys and frustrations of the Trinity
experience suddenly were trapped in the whirlwind of this
never-ending war.
We hope that in presenting this tribute the war in
Vietnam will "come home" as a reality to members of the
community. These six men studied, played, laughed, and
cried just like their classmates in the 60's; as we look
around we wonder how many of our classmates will be
dead before this war ceases. :
'Si
,! •
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Loring Bailey was one of the least
political students I have ever known at
Trinity. He was neither for nor against the
war. He had a passion for Italian racing
cars-he drove them, repaired them, and
wrote about them. He had no time for the
war.
Loring's fiction was a rare combination of
elegance and gasoline. There was.
"Repairs" in which an Italian racer takes
incredible chances behind the wheel,
determined to win. Eventually he is killed in
the pedestrian task of changing a tire.
Outrageously heavy irony done with a true
sense of style: it was the kind of story
Esquire used to publish. That was the first
one of his I had read, and it convinced me
that he would eventually publish. But of
course I was wrong. The irony of his death
was far heavier, far more outrageous than
anything he ever wrote.
•There were more racing stories. No On
the Road pieces these. The characters were
not drifting: they were charged with an
insane passion to win and a sense of style.
The best and the longest story was "The
Wheel". This was a fantastic account of a
hero named Goldstein who was the proud
owner and pilot of an autogyro. An
autogyro! For Goldstein, the great goal was
not winning the race but preserving a kind
of Rolls-Royce style in a Ford and Chevy
world.
Such themes seem absurd in the 1970s.
They were in 1967, too. After all, there was a
war going on. But Loring didn't even notice.
What saved him from being a fool was his
sense of his own absurdity. For him to value
something called style some 30 years after
the death of F. Scott Fitzgerald was as
ridiculous as...as it was for a pilot named
Goldstein to treasure his autogyro in the
decade of the B-52.
From Trinity Loring drifted into a Job
which granted him an occupational
deferment. When he was reclassified I-A, he
did not turn to Trinity's draft counselors.
Instead, he accepted the military with the
vague thought that he would end up an of-
ficer behind some desk. Perhaps he would
even have time to write. Like his fictional
heroes, he was never saddled with a hard-
eyed sense of reality.
Bt^§W\^
The Pipes and Drums is a student band dressing and playing in authentic highland
tradition. Left to right: Grant, Hussey, Dunn, Pratt, Bailey, Stribling, Bartol, Mott.
They sent him to Vietnam. By this time he
was married to a beautiful girl named
Maris. He wrote of her regularly. He took
photographs, sketched imaginary cars and
motorcycles, and dreamed of setting up his
own racing shop. He went into combat with
a model of a Ferrari in his breast pocket-
where some soldiers carry a pocket Bible.
Gradually the sketching stopped. And the
letters changed tone. They became dulled.
Dark. All that was left of him was a touch of
his sense of irony. He noted that the little
Ferarri in his pocket had become chipped.
The paint was almost gone. The tires were
missing. This was, he pointed out wryly, a
symbol. '
There came a point where almost every
member of his unit was new. Each replaced
a dead man. It was simply a matter of
months before it was his turn. He noted with
dull amazement that he had survived that
long. It was as if he were already dead,
looking at his last days. He had no idea why
he was there or what they were si
be doing for anvJ^dy^-HcrneveFdid know.
All that was clear was that the killing went
on every day. Endlessly. It was a matter of
months for him. Perhaps weeks. This was
the last letter he wrote. He was, he repor-
ted, sitting in a bunker and writing by the
light of a candle which was stuck in the skull
of a human being.
Later that week he was on a routine patrol
and he touched a booby trap. He was
shipped home to Connecticut in a plastic
sack.
Since then his widow-still in her twenties-
and her brother have put together all the
photographs, sketches, and most of the
- letters. They are a beautiful and moving
document. But there is not one publisher in
America who will print that book. Why
should they? America won't read it.
So Loring is gone. And there will be no
book-length memorial. How did it happen?
He was non-political. He w^s__neither
patriotic nor nonjjai^©fcrcr~niSlner hawk
nox^oizox-BorrTthe wrong year, he was
-—"maneuvered into dying young. He did not




Anthony "Buddy" Kupka was an out-
standing defensive end on the 1964 freshman
football team, and continued to perform
superbly at that position for the next three
seasons for the Trinity varsity. This is
somewhat remarkable in that Buddy was
only 5' 11" tall, weighed 175 lbs., and
possessed moderate speed. The key to his
success was a mental and physical
toughness that combined with a love of
competition made him a formidable op-
ponent. In his senior year he was named
three times as the Trinity defensive player
of the week. Dan Jesses, the fabled Trinity
coach, often referred to Kupka as "the
biggest little man in the league."
Buddy was also an outstanding baseball
player at Trinity. A nifty firstbaseman, he
wielded a heavy bat for the Bantams,
finishing the 1967 and 1968 seasons as the
runner-up for the John Sweet Batting
ANTHONY EDWARD KUPKA
Falmouth, Massachusetts
Cerebrus; Football, Freshman, Varsity
Sigma Nu
trophy.
A very bright student in Math and
Engineering, Buddy was utilized on several
occasions in a tutoring capacity by the
Athletic Department to bolster the un-
derstanding of fellow athletes in academic
straits.
The strongest impression that remains in
the recollections of his coaches, however,
was that of a strong leader. Positive in his
outlook on life and sports, Buddy trained
hard, practiced hard, and performed
mightily. He led by example and exhor-
tation as well. He was a bright and alert
athlete who was extremely coachable
because of his desire to improve.
Buddy played sports and lived life in the
same manner. He was at the center of
things, governed by principle, and doing his
very best.
-Chet McPhee
Professor of Physical Education
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Lawrence J. Silver
Larry Silver, '64, was the captain and
outstanding two-way performer for the
freshman football team of 1960. A quiet and
unassuming youngster off the field, Larry
was an extremely aggressive and physical
performer in both football and lacrosse. At
5'8" and 200 lbs., he is primarily remem-
bered as a fearsome middle linebacker on a
team that only lost one game, but his
rushing average of 8.7 yds. per carry from
the fullback slot remains one of the out-












A fierce competition and leader on the
athletic field, Larry was very low-key and
personable in other settings. Modest about
his own achievements, he was quick to
praise those of friends and teammates. A
serious knee injury "cut short a promising
athletic career at Trinity, but his loyalty to
and support of Trinity athletics never
abated. As a tribute to his memory, The
Larry Silver Award is made annually by the
Athletic Department to the individual who
in their opinion has contributed most to the
Trinity Athletic program.
-Chet McPhee
Professor of Physical Education
Michael Getlin
Although the passing of time has dulled
many details, I still recall the striking
difference between the awed and somewhat
over-eager freshman Michael Getlin and
the confidant and mature senior "Mike"
Shortly after he arrived on campus it was
apparent that Michael Getlin had much to
give. His gregarious nature and sincere
concern for his fellow man earned him
many friends; most of whom shared his
discerning loyalties - all of whom respected
him as a person. He had no time to criticize
his team mates or their all too-frequent
inept performances,.. He was truly a team
man and a loyal Trinity man. My guess is
this must have been a family trait as
records will confirm that his father was
most active in our community and served
the College in many ways.
It has often been said that you can learn
much about an individual when he is under
stress. Actions and reactions under intense
physical and emotional strain are very
revealing and this is especially true during
the "highs and lows" ever present in in-
tercollegiate contact sports competition.
Mike during four years of football and
lacrosse practice and competition,
displayed what he thought life was all
about.
There never was any question what Mike
stood for nor was there any doubt about his
goals in life. He repeatedly demonstrated
his commitment to become centrally in-
volved - both with activities he loved and for
purposes about which he felt strongly. As a
four year lacrosse player (a first team all
New England defenseman in 1962) he chose
a position where the action was aggressive
and continual. It was no coincidence that as
a starter on the football team similarly he
selected the "insuing" position of guard
again right in the midst of things. When
Mike chose a branch of service it therefore
seemed quite natural that he not only
selected the Marine Corps, but also picked
the infantry.
He did what he had to do, and what he
wanted to so do - be became centrally in-
volved for a cause in which he believed.
--Karl Kurth
Professor of Physical Education
First Row: Files, W. C; Sitianni, A. A.; Cunneen, R. C; Getlin, M. P.; Gregg, A. W.; Stempien V. R.; Denser, P M.; to-FJU Coach
McPhee. Second Rom: Foster, S. -C; Southworth, K. A.; McPherson, W. B.; Brown j D^ ; Casey E G.; Tyndall, R. R., Wnght^ T A
Burger, R. L. Third Row: Hoffman, P. A.; Stetson, B.; Fox, G. W.; Guiiiano, G. A.; Neulander, F. J.; Spink, S. C.; Masius, M. B,, Reynolds,
S. W.; Honish, R. L.
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TT i__ ,T Michael Getlin, no. 59 , Stands Fourth From Leftin
l i O C K e y the Front Row
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William Frawley
WILLIAM D. FRAWLEY
202 Keith Avenue Extension
Brockton Massachusetts
Major: PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology Club 3H; Football 1,2,3; Basketball
1; Baseball 1,2,8,.Captain 4; Sigma Nu.
Prepared at Brockton High School.
William D. Frawley graduated from
Trinity in 1960 with a major in psychology.
While on a mission in Vietnam, he was
separated from his group, and has been
classified missing in action since 1966.
Because he was a student at Trinity so long
ago, we were unable to find any professors
who were acquainted with Frawley, and
could write about him.
THE EDITORS
Captain Bill Frawley; Coach Dan Jessee
Jon Reynolds
M X? i
Of the Trinity alumni killed in Vietnam,
Tony Kupka and Larry Silver were well-
known to me. Larry took only a couple of
courses with me, but Tony was an
Engineering major who took many of my
courses, and I came to know him very well.
Not only was he a fine athlete, playing
varsity football and baseball, but also an
excellent student in engineering, and a fine
person in all his relationships. Tony joined
the Marine Corps Officer Training program
as an undergraduate. I recall him as a
student with fine potential for graduate
study, but who had a service obligation as a
member of the Air Force ROTC. I un-
derstand that he was on his second tour of
duty as a fighter pilot in Vietnam when shot
down and captured.
Jon Reynolds, who is a prisoner, of war,
was also an Enginoering major whom I
came to know very weUiias an un-
dergraduate. I recall him as a student with
fine potential for graduate study, but who
had a service obligation as a member of the
. Air Force ROTC. I understand that he was
on his second tour of duty as a fighter pilot
in Vietnam when shot down and captured.
These alumni, and others who served in





Canterbury Club; Engineering Club; Sports Car
Club; Track 1; Rifle Team 3; Alpha Chi Rho.
Prepared at Lower Merion Senior High School.
V '
were the ideals and needs of their day. As
persons and students they represented as
wide a range of personalities and abilities
as any comparable group of students on
campus today. Their attitudes and goals
were shaped by their own analysis and
understanding of their times, just as
students today make their own evaluations,
and reach their own conclusions. Wnetner
or not we agree in principle with their ac-
tions, we should remember thenv as in-
dividuals acting on their own convictionsi»
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Four Years: What Was It For
By Dick Vane
It is not an easy thing to face a TRIPOD typewriter
for the last time. There is always the sense that one
could have written so much more, that the time that's
slipped us by could have been spent more profitably,
that there are people who, if we had only gotten to have
known them better, could have become those friends
we so needed when things seemed so dark. And sitting
in the quiet shadows of a senior room, thinking back
over the time that has passed since that rainy Sep-
, tember morning when we first came to Trinity, one is
left with a myriad of impressions which all lead to that
one, overwhelming question, 'what did it all mean.'
What were the $20,000, and the sleepless nights and the
drunken nights all for? It is a question which every
student must eventually answer for him/herself, for to
leave it unanswered would seem to render the entire
experience somewhat bereft of meaning, like a
pilgrimage with no destination. There are so many
things we all could have done instead of coming here,
and one must wonder if the cost of the grants and the
loans and the interest was worth what we sacrificed.
What was it all for?
Four years. The four years one spends at a college
are probably the four most important years of a per-
son's life. It is a time of growing and learning, a time of
discovering and experiencing, but finally it is a time of
testing. One begins to better understand where one
stands in relation to other people, what are one's strong
points and one's limitations, and maybe what it is that
makes you what you are. In college one really begins to
test one's dreams, to find out whether they are made of
strong enough stuff to last outside the walls of one's
room, or whether they have to die and take a piece of
one's self with them in their leaving. The dying dreams
and the constant testing are probably the major source
of the loneliness one sees on the faces behind the
smoking breath on the longwalk every morning, for no
matter how many friends one has, the trials of college
life leave one feeling alone. The trials bring about
changes too, changes in subtle ways that have made
the freshman who came here in autumn of 1969 much
different people from the seniors who will graduate in
May, The college's mood also has changed greatly in
the four years, and any evaluation of what college life
has been worth must begin with an assessment of that
change.
Things were much different our freshman year at
Trinity. The songs of Woodstock filled the quad and
there was a real sense that the young people of the
nation were on to something, something which had the
ability to transcend the .wars and the corruption of as
government which no longer represented us and which*
just might be able to lead the country to peace. There.;
was still a belief then that in a free society protest•';
could bring about change, and after the events at
Columbia and other universities, students began to feel
a certain power and a responsibility to demand the
elimination of policies which were fundamentally
unjust. The few black students here noJpngerfelt that
they had to "act white'^ju^t-beeatlfe they were at-
tending a predominaiftiywhite school, and they were
beginning to assert their blackness and to demand
respect on their own terms. Combined with the
changes in the curriculum and the move towards co-
education, these factors made those early days at
Trinity exciting. Those were the days when the
TRIPOD didn't have to manufacture stories to arouse
people's interest.
For me, as I guess it was for everyone, those days
were as confusing as they were exciting. I remember
trudging up to the Washington Room and listening to a
whole bunch of students and faculty members yelling
at each other under the guise of an all-college meeting
because a black professor whom I'd never heard of
before named Chuck Stone, hadn't been re-hired. And I
remember watching Dr. Lockwood shivering in his
bathrobe in front of his house and looking a little bit
frightened as he tried to evade the questions of an
angry mob of students who wanted to know why Stone
hadn't been offered a position. And there was Jimmy
Wu rushing up to the Washington Room podium with
the latest word from Chuck like Lazarus come back
from the dead, come back to tell us all. And I
remember clapping whenever we were supposed to
clap, and screaming yes to whatever resolution we
were voting for without every really understanding
exactly what it was we were fighting for. Looking back
on it now, I guess I was just one of the thousands of
blank faces in the crowd w.ho felt the need for power
and change without having the slightest idea of how to
attain it, other than lending a voice in support of people
whom I didn't know but who acted as if they knew what
they were doing.
The height of excitement, power and confusion was
of course the strike. I have scattered recollections of
the strike at Trinity. I remember fists being painted
everywhere, and Stephen Spender shifting awkwardly
from foot to foot on the baseball field, trying
desperately to find words worthy of the moment, and
the hypocrisy of the people who said that because of the
invasion of Cambodia they could not in conscience
continue with their classwork, when in reality all they
wanted to do was to get out of school so that they could
begin their summer jobs early. And I remember going
to Washington and having the national guardsmen,
who would be pointing loaded guns at me the next day,
ask me if I had any dope on me that they could blow,
and I remember the half-hour parade of ariny;jeeps
and trucks coming into the city to remind us just how
free the land of the free was. The next day I was one of
the crowd again, clutching at a cardboard coffin which
had "Kent State" written on it, and charging into the
busses which were blocking the White House, and even
though I didn't want to charge those busses with the
national guard marksmen on the other side, I couldn't
turn around and walk away because I was caught up in
the mob, and it was the mob that dictated the
movement, not.the individual. Later,:walking around
Washington and staring at the soldiers on the.rooftops
with-gas masks oni and rifles pointing do\tfft to the
streets below, I realized that the dream of student
power was as doomed to oblivion as the cardboard
coffins being trampled underfoot by sandals and army
boots, doomed for many reasons but maybe primarily
because it was a movement of the mob, built with too
many dreams and not enough thought.
Since that time a lot of dreams have died, and they
have taken with them a great deal of the spirit which
was prevalent on the campus before. Students today
are more like the students of the 1950s than those of the
1960s-it seems to me, content to get good grades, stick
to themselves and get out. It's different from the 50s
now though, in that once people get out they're not
exactly sure what they want to do. They're not as
willing to don the infamous jacket and tie and begin to
grind out a 9-5 career, as their predecessors were. But
maybe that's because they're not sure why they came
here in the first place, or what it was that they wanted
to get out of going to a college like Trinity. Why should
someone go to college? As a preparation for business,
other than the teaching profession, the process of
fulfilling one's major does not strike me as the ideal
mode of internship. Indeed, I find it ironic to
acknowledge the fact that I probably will forget the
content of the majority of the books which I studied
here, and that what made my four years here
significant to me has nothing to do with the courses
which I spent so much money to take. What made it all
significant to me was that somewhere between the
class discussions, the bullshitting with friends in the
Cave, the interviews for all the TRIPOD articles and
the quiet moments pondering things in my room, there
developed an ability to think for myself and a certain
openness towards things which never would have
developed had I not matriculated at Trinity. The way
that one looks at the world after four years of life at
college is markedly different (and I think much to the
better) than it would have been had one not decided to
attend at all, because there are things that you can get
at college that you can't get in the same way anywhere
else. Now I know black people as men and women
instead of just as angry faces on a television screen,
and I know what it is to give up everything to fight for a
cause that you believe is right, and I know and have felt
hundreds of other things that are impossible to put into
words but which have helped me to get to the guts of
the things that are important in life to me. I realize that
this is beginning to sound too much like a Steve Barkan
article, but don't worry, I don't have any tears in my
eyes yet.
In the final analysis college may remain as just a
collection of memories to each of us. There are the
romantic memories, like the first time that you went to
bed with a girl and watched her sleeping in the mor-
ning shadows, or the way that the December snow
looked reflected in the chapel's lights. And there are
the happy memories, like "the drunken cheering section
at the football games, or the wild nights when the
fraternities were still allowed to throw parties on the
High Rise roof, or that clutch touchdown you caught in
that last game on the quad, and maybe in the end those
memories are more important than the pile of books,
listed on some dusty syllabus in the corner of the attic,
Which were required reading for some course fresh-
man year. It may well be that 'what was it all for' is a
question which is impossible to answer, but if it does
have an answer its communicated in every word we
speak and every thought we think, for college isn't an
institution for higher learning, it's a way of looking at
the world. Sometimes I wonder what it is that I will
miss most about Trinity (other than the TRIPOD of
course) arid I've decided that there is no one thing that
I willmiss. It's the living here, and the freedom and the
friendships and the growth that living here means that
I will miss most when I leave. Those aren't such easy
things to leave as a typewriter is.
I * •
r
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By James Jackson
(Editor's note: James Jackson today begins his
column "From Thr Right," which will alternate with
Steven Chernaik's column under the same title next
semester. Here Mr. Jackson explores the basis of his
philosophy.)
Conservatism is a term both maligned and misun-
derstood, largely by those who disdaine the creed but
also by those who profess to be its spokesmen. Con-
fusion about its meaning and application emanates
from ihe often nebulous character of its etymology. It
is usually taken to be a form of unthinking support for
the maintenance of the status quo (it usually seeming
to be the case that the majority of power wielding
public officials are of conservative stock; many
conservatives would of course argue this point.) This
ignorance is explainable in a historical context: the
"philosophy" of conservatism has experienced both a
radical revision and abundant over-extension of its
tenets in the last three centuries. Michael Oakeshott
writes in "The Masses in Representative Democracy"
(from Freedom and Serfdon: An Anthology of Western
Thought edited by Albert Hunold) of the "individual
manque" distilled from several centuries of a not quite
benign governmental neglect. This cultural
asphyxiation prompted the modern notion of con-
servatism as it is generally accepted: the importance
of the individual and those natural "inalienable rights"
that accrue to him as an individual; the rejection of
any central governing body-in most cases, this in-
volves an adherence to the Jeffersonian dictum that
"that government which governs least governs bist"
and a belief in the efficacy of state and local governing
agencies; and the abandonment of the Renaissance
conception of man's perfectiblility.
Frank S. Meyer ( a conservative, former Communist
and well-known W.F. Buckley associate on the
National Review board of editors-now deceased)
writes of conservatism as a social and political
movement that "arises historically when the unity and
balance" of a civilization are riven by revolutionary
transformations of previously accepted norms of
policy, society and thought." This definition depicts a
brand of conservatism know as traditional or, as
Meyer goes on to say," a movement of consciousness
and action directed to recovering the tradition of the
civilization." This rendering captures something of the
essence • of its historical flavor: conservatism,
irrespective of time or place, has always encompassed
this traditionalism as a part of a characteristic
restraint in social, political and spiritual affairs.
However, this traditionalism has tended to obscure the
elements of conservatism that are intrinsic to a
modern explication of the-term: specifically that
species referred to as libertarian.
The mainstream of libertarian conservatism arose
out of (what were then) the liberal beliefs of some of
the early American statesmen. Today it is perhaps
best epitomized (or at least most noticeably) in the
writings of William F. Buckley, Jr. Indicative of
Buckley's creed are his stand on such issues as the
Lieutenant Calley trial-diie public outcry suggested
that me military is "being scotled at so that without
exactly realizing why, many Americans view the
conviction of Lt. Calley as an elaboration of the attack
on the military...I, for one, am proud of a country that
makes such activity punishable by imprisonment or
death"; Nixon's veto of the Poverty Bill?;6December
1971)-he argues that it is not within the province of the
Federal government to act as surrogate parent to
neglected children: (referring to the Child develop-
ment provision of the bill) "What on earth is the
Congress of the United States doing getting mixed up in
the babysitter business?"; or the question of the
legalization of marijuana-he is in favor of it with the
reservation that "the President's Commission did not
advocate a distinction that is purely idle when it
recommended that pushers should be illegal but
consumers not." Familiarity with Buckley's writings,
or any of the other major proponents of conservative
thought, enforces on one the essentially non-
ideological flavor of the doctrine. While we can deduce
from Buckley's positions a basic uniformity ( his
defense of the military in the Calley incident un-
derscores a basic tendency to support established
institutions, his endorsement of Nixon's action on the
Poverty Bill evidences the belief that the government
should not be responsible for the welfare of its citizenry
and his position on marijuana shows a commitment to
individual liberty), the primary fact about con:
servatism is that is addresses itself to issues without
any reference to a "sacred book of all-fulfilling for-
mulae"
(Continued on P. 18)
In The Nation
By Tom Wicker
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger is not generally
regarded as an apostle of permissiveness, so perhaps
even the hardest-nosed crime fighters will heed the
warning he gave the other day that harsh prison
sentences and bigger police forces are not going to stop
the rising crime rate.
Instead, the Chief Justice put his finger squarely on
the senseless and inhumane American penal system as
perhaps the major breeder of crime. "At any given
time," he said in a public address in Philadelphia,
"two-thirds of the persons found in prisons have been
previously confined for criminal acts. The record gives
us very little evidence that we have improved this
situation in the past thirty or forty years."
That suggests graphically, as does the high
proportion of serious crimes committed by former
inmates, that these so-called "correctional facilities"
do not correct anyone; locking men up in cages,
depriving them of virtually all rights and dignity,
exposing them to every kind of abuse from guards and
fellow inmates, separating them totally from family
and community, giving them in most cases no training
that will be useful outside the walls-how can anyone
expect that that kind of "correction" will result in
anything but more alienation, hatred, despair and
crime? '
Chief Justice Burger did not draw the logical con-
clusion of his argument - that if the prison is a breeder
of crime rather than a corrector of criminals, then the
prison ought to be abolished. But most serious students
of "prison reform" are coming to that conclusion, and
an increasing number of them seem to think abolition
ought to be achieved sooner" rather than'later.
The Prison Is The Problem
The idea is not, of course, to turn loose the truly
hardened, dangerous or incorrigible criminal; but
numerous authorities estimate that these constitute
probably no more than 15 per cent of the total prison
population. Rather, the problem is to find better and
more productive means of dealing with the vast
majority of inmates who do not belong in prison or jail
and in many cases are being converted by the ex-
perience into repeating offenders.
"One way to begin the process of abolishing prisons
would be to "decriminalize" such offenses as
alcoholism, drug abuse and addiction, adult-
consenting sexual acts, and gambling. A conference
sponsored last summer in Cambridge, Mass., by the
Roscoe Pound-American Trial Lawyers Foundation
estimated that this step alone could place nearly half
the present potential prison and jail population"
outside the criminal justice system.
Another way to keep a lot of people out of jail who
may be harmed rather than helped by the confinement
would be to change or eliminate the prevailing bail
system, under which half or more of all accused per-
sons are jailed pending trial-in most cases not because
they may escape or are necessarily dangerous but
because they can't raise bail money.
At quite another level, Gerhard O.W. Mueller, the
director of New York University's Criminal Law
Education and Research Center, has proposed that no
convicted person without a hearing in which the burden
of proof would fall on the prosecution to show that
incarceration was necessary. Alternatively, such a
hearing could be used to develop a sensible non-prison
correctional program for the offender in Question.
Mr. Mueller pointed out in a paper for the Cambridge
conference that the need for the imprisonment of an
offender does not now have to be proven-that the
sentence of imprisonment can and usually does follow
conviction automatically, despite the fact that there is
no evidence that imprisonments corrects, and ample
evidence that it corrupts.
Alternatives to imprisonment are common outside
the United States, which now imposes the longest
prison sentences in the Western world and has the most
crime. Most center on providing useful training and
work for the offender or on keeping him at his own job
if he has one, while making him provide for his own
dependents as well as repay anyone he may have
victimized. "Restricted freedom"-that is, a sort of
monitored life with strict work and leisure supervision-
-is widely used. So are "dayfines", under this system,
an offender is fined so many days earnings according
to the gravity of his offense, and that has the advantage
of equalizing the impact of a sentence on rich and poor.
Work colonies and other devices can be provided to
keep even imprisoned persons living in beneficial
relationships with their families. Any or all of these
alternatives can be combined with whatever coun-
seling, therapy or training may be needed in individual
cases. .. .
The cost of such innovations would be less than mat
of maintaining institutional prisons; and the results









If Oog$ Run Free
An Ignoran
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By Matthew Moloshok"
"Matt, it's time to get up."
The voice was coming to me from my dream and
wasn't real anyway so I ignored it.
"There's a world out there just waiting for you."
I was very sleepy. "Wha-at?"
"The sun is up, the sky is blue."
"What you talking about?" I asked as I collapsed
back on my pillow.
"It's a beautiful morning."
I was getting a little irritated. "Now just cool it mind.
I got to get some sleep."
"Have it your own way," said the voice, and wan-
dered away. Just as it reached the door, it turned and
said, "But don't say I didn't ask you."
At once I returned to my reverie and tripped happily
through some pastures in Arcadia, The daisies were
beautiful and I had a girl on either arm. We ran
together up a little hill - and that was it. Right over the
side of an eighty foot cliff.
Before I could hit bottom, my alarm clock went off.
At lease I thought it was my alarm clock. It was ac-
tually the fire alarm.
Pulling on my pants, I raced out into the freezing
cold to find out it was a false alarm. I also noticed it
was three o'clock in the morning.
I asked my roommates what had happened and they
said, "Another false alarm."
"By the way," said Larry, "you must have really
been tired, man. You slept all day. You missed one of
the most beautiful and together days I have ever seen
in Hartford."
"ALL DAY?" I asked. "I missed an entire day?"
"Spooky, isn't it," said my mind. "An entire day in
your life."
"Well that's O.K. I guess I needed the rest. And I can
find yesterday tomorrow," I answered. "I'll get up
bright and early tomorrow and look for yesterday."
When I got back to my room I set the fire alarm for
seven a.m. and went back to Arcadia. I fell off the cliff
just in time to hear the alarm go off.
Things Past
"Far out," I said. "Yesterday, here I come."
The first place I decided to look was in the library. I
checked the card catalogue and it said, "Yesterday.
Today and Tomorrow. 9866.47 J96 HIKE."
That was on the B Floor, near the government
documents. But when I got there I found it had already
been checked out.
I went up to the front desk to find out who had beaten
me to Yesterday. They said it was on call and at least
1500 people had put in a request for it. They said they
had never seen anything like it.
"What am I going to do?" I asked. "I've lost
yesterday."
"Forget about it," said the girl at the desk. "I don't
think moaning will get you anywhere.'' But seeing how
upset I was she said, "Here, the guy who has the book
right now is Rabbi Itzhak Rabinowitz. He lives in High
Rise."
"Thanks," I said. "I've got to find yesterday." And I
dashed off to High Rise.
It was a misty morning and I couldn't seem to find
the Rise, so I wandered into the cemetery on Vernon
Street. It was just as well because Rabbi Rabinowitz
was just laying to rest some poor soul.
"Who's the dead guy?" I asked him after the ser-
vices.
"Yesterday," said the rabbi.
"How did he die?" I asked.
"Old age," said the reb.
1
' Geez, what am I going to do now ? " I asked him.
"What are you asking me for?" responded the rabbi.
"Do you think I'm some sort of spiritual advisor? "
"Well you're a rabbi, aren't you?"
"Shush, not so loud," he answered. "I don't want the
Dean of the Faculty to find out."
There followed a short silence in which I considered
throwing myself whole heartedly over the rocks and
into Zip's but the rabbi said, "I'll tell you what. Ac-
cording to the Kabbala, you can speak with the spirit of
the dead. I'll read up on it and tomorrow we can look
for yesterday."
"But tomorrow yesterday will be today," I said.
The rabbi did some quick counting on his fingers. "I
guess you're right. This is a hassle."
We stroked our chins for a while, ignorant of a grey
gaseous matter escaping from Yesterday's grave.
Soon it hovered over us, ominous as the skyline of
downtown Hartford, as thick as the clam chowder in
Mather Hall.
"I am the voice of Christmas Past," said the ec-
toplasm.
' 'Now I've heard everything," said the Rabbi. "Have
you no manners? I bet you'd come into my house and
eat pork."
"Sorry about that, Rabbi," said the spirit. "You gave
me a lovely funeral."
I was virtually quaking in my shoes.
"I didn't mean to forget you, oh spirit," I assured
him. "I don't know what it could have been. Maybe it
was the weather. Maybe I had a 24-hour case of
mononucleosis. Maybe I'd been drugged by some
vicious pygmies who hid under the sheets oi the bed."
"I want none of your excuses," interrupted
yesterday. "You have lost meand I am beyond recall. I
just wanted to see what puny spirit would forget the
gifts of the days."
I was humbled and stared at the tips of my shoes.
When I looked up the spirit was gone.
"That was weird," said the rabbi.
"Wasn't it though," I answered. I noticed that the
sun had gone down and no birds were singing. The
snow on the ground and the mist in the air gave the
night a timeless character. Neither today nor
yesterday nor tomorrow.
"I've got to get going," said the rabbi. "I've got to
conduct services-tomorrow."
"Oh, right," I said, as if waking up. "You know, I can
catch up on all the work I missed today tomorrow. I'll




The Editor has asked that I comment on black-white
relations on the campus, a subject which has received
considerable attention within the TRIPOD.
Within both the black and the white community there
seems to be wide agreement that black people have
derived little benefit from their presence in the United
States. There is also a reasonably strong consensus
that it is immoral; inhumane, and socially destructive
for one substantial minority in the population to be
denied access to the wide range of opportunities for
justice, for material gain, for security, for political
responsibility and authority, for education, and for
cultural and personal expression on equal terms with
the white majority.
During the past two decades there was a strong
national consensus that the nation needed to create
vehicles capable of travel to the planets. Similarly,
there is now a strong interest in the design and
development of vehicles which will enable black people
to gain access not only to the responsibilities and
rewards of citizenship but also to the processes by
which those responsibilities and rewards are defined
and assigned priorities.
Shared Control Necessary
Herein lies the difficulty for most whites: the interest
which blacks have begun to show in the design and
development of the vehicles which will carry them to
full participation in the nation's life and affairs means
of necessity that whites must share control of vehicular
design, development, and direction, and, if the vehicles
deliver their passengers, must relinquish their efforts
to control the terms and extent of black participation in
our social and cultural institutions.
It is quite clear that one of the vehicles which black
•people have used and will continue to use to reach their
personal and group objectives is the educational in-
stitution. We can no more expect that black students
will be satisfied to use the institution without changing
it than we can expect white students will. At this point
it seems well to speak to the Trinity experience and to
the positive contributions which black students have
made, in the short time they have been here, to its well-
being. Foreshadowed in these are the contributions
which they will make to the larger society as they
achieve full and practical citizenship.
One primary object of liberal education is to bring to
the student as much knowledge of the human condition
as possible: The black student brings to his fellow
students differences in culture, attitudes, experience,
and perception which have been unknown to most
whites and which cannot but extend the field of his
knowledge of man. Blacks have already changed the
curriculum by pressing for the introduction of courses
which focus on the black experience in the nation and
elsewhere. For the white student these courses should
be useful not only because of the insight they give to the
Mack experience but also because they often tell even
more about the white experience. To blacks and to
whites alike they offer great insight into the nature of
man.
Trinity has quite consciously sought over the years to
.BrtWKiuce.into the student body those particular in-
dividuals and groups who would bring special skills,
talents, motivations, and ambitions, as well as
diversity in geographical,: social, and economic
background. It has been assumed, quite justly in my
opinion, that this diversity enhances the academic and
intellectual processes, that it creates interesting
personal intercourse and diminshes the possibility of
developing a provincial student body. Black students,
coming from wherever they do - suburbs, rural areas,
cities, ghettoes - bring a broader human dimension to
the College, a dimension which many blacks are not
unwilling to share with interested whites.
The black student who comes to Trinity, and to
colleges like it, must be seen as courageous. The
nature of the relations between the two races in the
United States has created a tragically broad chasm. In
viewing each other across it neither white nor black
sees the other well enough to discern how much - both
good and evil - they have in common, nor, so great is
the distance, have the relatively few attempts to
communicate across it achieved more than mutual
misunderstanding. The black student, therefore, who
enters the predominantly white college or university
places himself immediately in a situation which cannot
but cause him suffering as he tries to deal with an
environment which is strange and which, if he has a
sense of the black past or present in the United States,
must be seen as hostile at worst or as indifferent at
best.
The movement into this environment takes courage,
and it takes courage to persist, for there is great
confusion generated out of the reactions of whites to
him and to other blacks, and there is just as much
generated for him out of the reactions of other blacks to
whites. Most colleges do not, after all, regularly pose
many challenges to students that require courageous
responses. For black students they do, and it would be
well for whites to recognize this.
The black student who enters this type of community
must also be seen as making a large sacrifice.
However much he gains intellectually, and
academically, he moves into a relatively small group
of blacks, and by so doing he deliberately minimizes
his opportunity for social intercourse. The relation
between blacks and whites is, on a broad scale, not
likely to develop for some time: whites generally are
more comfortable with whites, and blacks generally
are more comfortable with blacks. In order to gain
whatever benefit he seeks in coming to a Trinity the
black must sacrifice an opportunity for the richer
social experience he might have had at an institution
with a large black enrollment. In this respect, and
although blacks have often been criticized by whites
for "separatism", it was most interesting to observe at
a recent meeting arranged by Miss Aletha Strong, a
black student, for the purpose of discussing race
relations that nearly half of the black students at-
tending the College found time to be present, while only
about four percent of the white students did. One
suspects, because of the sharp limitation for social .
intercourse imposed upon blacks, and because one •'*
<:ansot overlook the evidence of attendance at ,a .
meeting of the type offered by Miss Strong, that con-
sciously or unconsciously, and in the face of con-
siderable indifference among whites, blacks are the
more willing of the two groups to participate in at-
tempts to ameliorate race relations.
Trinity takes pride in its capacity- or in the capacity
of its faculty and administration - to interest itself in
the individual, in his- academic and intellectual pur-
poses, in his personal and social experiences, and in
the relation of the kinds of choices he makes as an
undergraduate to his purposes once he leaves the
College. Both the faculty and the administration have
attempted to cooperate with individuals in the design
of academic projects and programs; they have been
willing to enter into closer working and personal
relations with students than are typical of most
campuses; they have attempted, even in matters of
academic and regulatory discipline, justly to balance
institutional and professional needs with individual
student needs. Black students, particularly those who
have not come from the private secondary schools or
from the integrated schools, have helped give a
number of faculty and administrators insights into
ways in which they can better relate to students and
make the resources of the institution available and
usefulto them, They have helped many of us develop
greater skill in both teaching and administration. .
White people have tended, I believe, at Trinity and at
similar institutions, to overlook the significance of the
flow of black students to the campus and of their
presence on it in something approaching a substantial
number. That significance does not lie in differences in
SAT scores, in differences in personal styles, in the
rejection of and reexamination of certain ''white"
values; in the allocation of student funds; or even in
the many evidences of racism - white and black -
which one should not be surprised to come upon, after
all
A more fundamental significance of that flow is that
numbers of black students find the institution a usable
vehicle. Whites, if only out of their own self-interest,
"have much to learn if they will avail themselves of the
opportunity to obtain a better understanding of the
,black community and of the various values,
aspirations, and abilities present in it. To the degree
that their interest extends beyond the self I suspect
that their own values and their own experiences will be
richer.
A few years ago, with only twenty-five or so black
students on the campus, one might have been saddened
because of the strains which they endured as in-
dividuals, as a group, and because of the pressures
which were imposed upon them as a group externally
and internally. What might sadden one today is the
inability of whites to achieve the same intensity of
determination in cooperation with blacks to create and
to function in a society in which status, responsibility
and authority are not to be determined on the basis of
color but on the basis of personal and group









Turkeys Shall Rise Again
By Steve Turkey Barkan
I'd been planning to write a column about turkeys
just before Thanksgiving, to make you feel guilty when
1 ree yourself. But then two students at Southern
university got in the way of some buckshot (remem-
ber, it was all an accident), so turkeys, alas, had to
wait their turn.
But the turkey is a bird for all seasons, especially the
Thanksgiving-Christmas one, so now, at long last, it's
time to give this brave but stupid bird its due, and I'm
happy to be the one to do so, since turkeys are a very
special subject to me.
The turkey is a bird of the pheasant superfamily,
family Meleagrididae, genus Meleagris. The United
States wild turkey is really the Meleagris gallopavo,
while the Eastern wild turkey-the one the Pilgrims ate
so historically-is the Meleagris gallopavo silvestris.
But a turkey by any other name is still a turkey, so we
can forge forward into a fascinating area of or-
nithology.
Perhaps some history would be helpful. The turkey is
a native-born American, and was first domesticated by
the Aztecs and the Zuni Indians, who raised turkeys for
sacrifice and food and used their feathers for adorn-
ment and charms. The Spaniards introduced the
turkey into Europe either in 1519 or 1530 (depending on
which encyclopedia you read) when they took it back to
Spain, and later the turkey ended up in England.
Turkey Cock
Along the way the American turkey became con-
fused with the Turkey cock (another name for the
guinea cock), which had previoly been imported from
Afrlda through Turkey (!) into Europe. And so the
turkey got its name. This explanation, though, conflicts
with that given by Neset Eren, wife of the Turkish
Ambassador to the U.N., who claims that Europeans
named the turkey after the Ottoman Turkes, who, she
says, first brought these birds from America to
Europe. Her view is in the minority.
The turkey almost became our national bird. It was
supported for this dubious honor by no less an advocate
than Benjamin Franklin, who said the eagle was "of
bad moral character" and "a rank coward" to boot. Of
the turkey he wrote,
"The turkey is in comparison a much more
respectable bird, and withal a true original native of
America. . . . He is, besides, (though a little vain and
silly, it is true, but not the worse emblem for that,) a
bird ol courage, and would not hesitate to attack a
grenadier of the British guards."
But Franklin's sage advice went unheeded, so it
seems the least that Trinity could do for its 150th an-
niversary would be to change the Bantom to the
Turkey to bring us more in line with our own glorious
tradition; I guarantee "the Trinity Turkeys" would
make national headlines. It might also be fitting for our
Biology Department to offer a course in "The Or-
nithology of Turkeys."
And although the ferocious eagle is so symbolic of a
militaristic America (something in here has to be
relevant), perhaps the turkey, in all its stupidity-a
trait to be discussed later-would have been even more
appropriate an emblem.
So the years have passed, and wild turkeys are not
nearly as abundant as they used to be, having become
extinct in New England sometime in the ninteenth
century, a tragedy forecast by Wilson Flagg in 1881 in
his famous A Year With the Birds, an apt title for any
Trinity student's September to May residence: "The
Turkey will vanish with the Turtle-Dove and the Quail
and go where arithmetic and trigometry have not yet
mapped out the wilderness into auction-lots."
Perhaps one natural reason turkeys have dwindled
in number is their particular susceptibility to bad
weatHer. When it sleets or snows turkeys can either
freeze to death or else become so weighted down with
precipitation that they make easy targets for hunters.
Armistice Day, 1940 saw a large number of turkeys in
Wisconsin die from exposure to snow and sleet.
Much of my information has been taken from A.W.
Schorger's The Wild Turkey, a 625-page book on
everything you could ever have possibly wanted to
know about turkeys but were too proud to ask. This
book actually includes a 114 1/2-page bibliography,
with well over 1200 references. It's a remarkable
treatise. . ••'• •
Turkey Copulation
Consider, for instance, Schorger's comment on turkey
copulation: "I do not know of a more entrancing sight
in nature than a group of wild turkeys in mating
display." Sometimes turkeys sound almost human, for
"the beginning of the breeding season is announced by
the gobbling of the males"-usually in the middle of
April.
Tn fact, the personification in turkey copulation is
almost uncanny. "When the female also called a hen is
in the mood, she squats before her lord in abject en-
ticement, with feathers loosely fluffed and head down,
and object of complete supplication.
"As she lies prone on the ground, the big torn (a male
turkey, or gobbler) hops on top and stamps on her,
raising each foot forward with a treading action
literally walking and jumping all over her back in the
roughest kind of manner. With a weight ratio of 2 to 1
against her, fantastic indeed is the indignity suffered
by our major feminine fowl, yet she actually courts this
treatment. In this preliminary nuptial action the male
vigorously stamps on his mate from 20 to 40 times or
I even more and usually continues for at least five
I minutes. After this the hen tilts forward,on her wish-
1 bone, raises her tail, and the actual caress then takes
i place."
Sheer Stupidity
Of even more importance, however, is the one trait
humans and turkeys alike really share: sheer
stupidity. "No one will claim," says Schorger, "that
either (hen or torn) has much intelligence."
The stupidity of the turkey is legendary. In
Turkeytown, Texas, where gobblers and hens are
raised, turkey races are held, but it is difficult indeed
to get a turkey to run in a straight line. The people of
Turkeytown are deathly afraid of rain, for a turkey is
so stupid that when it starts to rain, the torn or hen
actually drowns when it lifts up its head to drink some
rain and forgets to put its head down again.
Turkeys have also known to drown when they fall in
love with their reflection while drinking from a trough
of water and keep on drinking in ectasy.
To navigate hills, turkeys fly to get down a hill, all
right, but then-you guessed it-run on the ground to get
up a hill. This isn't too surprising, though, in light of
their long, strong legs.
Then there was the time a Michigan hunter killed a
wild turkey after the bird hid-safely, it thought~by
sticking its head and neck into a brush heap.
Turkeys roost (sleep) in trees, but sometimes so
many turkeys decide to roost on the same limb that the
limb breaks. Also turkeys not familiar with the human
race stay in their trees when hunters start shooting at
them. "A bird of courage," said Franklin.
Turkeys can fly well for short stretches, but they're
too heavy to fly much farther. Once a turkey tried to fly
across a creek in Surry Country, Virginia. It didn't
make it, falling into the water a few feet from the
shore.
And despite their keenness of sight, turkeys
nonetheless manage to fly into trees and hang them-
selves. One torn even hung himself on an oak tree after
jumping for an acorn and getting his head caught in a
fork in the tree.
Human "Turkeys"
In light of the stupidity of turkeys, as when they
drown by drinking too much rain, it is only fitting that
the term "turkey" has crept into the English language
as a slightly affectionate appellation for someone
who's a real idiot-who does or says things that are
really stupid, like throwing a snowball at a door about
to be opened by a friend in order to scare the friend, but
miscalculating and hitting the friend instead.
Or losing an application to a graduate school and
finding it while looking for lost course preregistration
materials.
Or going as a child with your parents to an
automobile showroom, and asking your not-so-turned
on father when he gives the salesman a false name and
address, "Who lives there, Daddy?"
Yes, there are many examples of true turkeys.
among the human race, at Trinity and elsewhere. You
hear them gobbling all the time, or you notice them
doing some really dumb things, or you see them
strutting around arrogantly like male turkeys do when
they want to mate, for obnoxious people can also be
turkeys.
White House Turkey
As I said, "turkey" is an affectionate term (mostly
depending on your tone of voice) for ingratiating but
stupid people. Thus one may find it difficult to call
someone wicked like Richard Nixon a turkey; yet, I
think he oftentimes fits the bill. After all, it's well
known that any decent turkey is infuriated by the color
red.
Schorger also points out that turkeys are belligerent
and can even be destructive. Nixon gets more points
here, too.
Most importantly, however, you should think of the
President's face and dark jowls when you read this
anatomical description of the typical turkey from the
Americana:
"The head and neck are furnished with a throat
wattle and fleshy structures called caruncles, which
under excitement exhibit varying hues of red, white,
and blue."
Finally, I must, in all humanity, take issue with
Woody Allen, who has recommended that hundreds of
thousands of antiwar protesters could quickly end the
war by going up to the White House door and saying
"pudding, pudding" over and over.
Not that Woody's all that wrong, for it's certainly
better to be knee-deep in pudding than in jello. Besides,
there is that of the turkey in Woody Allen and in all of
us as well.
But consider having the same hundreds of thousands
of people going to the White House door and saying
over and over instead, "gobble, gobble." That would
have to appeal to the fowlest instincts of the President,
so that he'd strut outside with his caruncles in brilliant
red, white, and blue.
Then, if we're lucky, maybe it'll start raining.
i s . ;
From The Right II
Hail
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By Steve Chernaik
Spiro T. Agnew is here to stay, at least for four more
years, and who knows from there. Barring a
disasterous second term from Nixon, or a calamitous
event in his own life, Agnew's claim to the Republican
presidential nomination in 1976 is indisputable, and the
coronation is inevitable. For the great bulk of college
students and professors, learning to live with Vice-
President Agnew and Nixon's heartbeats is only
slightly less terrifying than learning to live with
nuclear holocaust and the single push of the button.
Of course, as Senator McGovern's stunning display
at the polls would indicate, the elitist, head-on-the-
clouds-type thinking that pervades our most
prestigious academic institutions is not quite as con-
tagious as the bubonic plague (though just as fatal, if it
ever were.) So, in direct opposition to the over-
whelmingly majority opinion that exists in the
academy, I must say: welcome aboard, Spiro! •
Mr. Agnew has been a remarkable politician; he has
been as abrasively outspoken as he has been
scrupulously honest and courageous in his explosive
and controversial stands and attacks. Originally, with
the backing of ADA, Mr. Agnew was elected governor
of Maryland. Once a liberal who engineered the first
statewide open housing Act in the nation, Agnew, as a
result of violent riots in Baltimore during his ad-
ministration, had a falling out with liberalism. In the
midst of these riots he called Maryland's black leaders
into his office and charged them to condemn publicly
those "twin priests of terror" Stokely Carmichael and
H. Rap Brown. Maryland's black leaders were largely
stunned and dismayed; Spiro T. Agnew leapt into
national prominence.
Agnew's Vice-Presidential campaign in 1968 got off
to a rather bumbling start. Newsmen who broadcasted
every unfortunate off-the-cuff quip of the candidate
("fat jap, polack, you've seen one ghetto, you've seen
them all") soon made Spiro Agnew a household word.
However, with his early formed impression of inept-
ness, it is likely that we would never have heard from
Spiro again, had Nixon lost that year.
But Nixon won, and from Spiro we have heard
plenty. His attacks on the television news media and on
mass street demonstrators are legendary. His attacks
are remembered more for their splashes of rhetoric
("effete corps of intellectual snobs") than for their
substance. In reality, his speeches, the first in New
Orleans and the second in Des Moines, were well-
thought-out and low-keyed; I urge Agnew's unin-
formed detractors to read them before passing
judgement.
Agnew's attack on street demonstrators and the
television news media are well-taken. Street demon-
strators have, in the name of peace, destroyed
property, used the filthiest language, assaulted
policemen, harrassed innocent passers-by, shouted
The Blithe Spiro!
down speakers, and, in general, have arrogantly seen
themselves as being above law, order and basic human
respect. Agnew's case against the news media, though
condemned and viewed as a clear threat to free ex-
pression by the majority of newscasters, has won some
supporters from within the media and has been
demonstrated to be true, in a well-documented book
about the television news media's left wing bias, called
"The News Twisters," by Edith Efron. Agnew's attack
on the television news media has very likely been
responsible for some stations adding a conservative
balance, like JamesJackson Kilpatrick, to their news
shows, while at the same time other stations are
making greater efforts to separate the news broad-
casters from the opinion molders (David Brinkley)
who consistently had expressed anti-administration,
liberal views when broadcasting the news, now
narrates David Brinkley's Journal, an editorial section
of the NBC Nightly News show.)
Agnew's broadsides on street demonstrators have
made him a folk hero to significant segments of Middle
America (hard hats) and at the same time have earned
him the undying enmity of the overwhelmingly liberal
academic community which has gone so far as to
implicate him in the Kent State shootouts.
To be outspokenly honest in this world is to accrue
for oneself significant unpopularity. The axiom is as
old as Jeremiah. Furthermore Agnew's broadsides, to
the point, though they be, pall into Pollyanaism when
compared with the fierce attacks which his foes have
leveled against him. Here we have two groups which
depend upon free expression to convey their points,
and yet, both are reduced to counter attacks of "Me-
Carthyism" and of "appeals to base instincts" when
they themselves come under rational, pointed
criticism. When Agnew attacked the television news
media, he truly took on a giant; immediately after the
Des Moines speech, Agnew thought his political career
was ruined.
Agnew's attacks have been far from overwhelmingly
successful. In 1970 he campaigned for Republican
candidates with a tough law and order line. His
rhetoric may have contributed in part to the dumping
of renegade Republican Senator Charles Goodell
(whom Agnew called the "Christine Jorgenson of the
Republican party"), but the election results indicated
that Agnew may well have hurt as many Republicans
as he ended up helping.
At present Agnew is in a tough position. His party is
basically conservative, but the president whom serves-
may well go down in history, as the most pragmatic,
non-ideological (with the possible exception of his
Supreme Court appointees) president of this century.
Nixon shies away from controversy and for obvious
reasons, distrusts the press.
If Nixon had found it expedient to do so, he would
have dumped Agnew last August. However, to many of
Nixon's conservative supporter's, who have been
rattled, at the very least, by the President's foreign
policy, dumping Agnew would have been the final
straw. Those conservative supporter's simply would
have sat out the election; I believe, however, that
Nixon would have soundly defeated McGovern,
anyway.
A peak at the old Nixon (before he was elected
President) would tell one that the President probably
agrees with most of what Agnew has to say. Mr. Nixon
only muzzles Agnew when the Veep expresses
disapproval over specific administration policy
(Agnew's criticism of Nixon's Red China foray was
heard once, and never again) and has probably merely
suggested that Agnew cool his more fiery rhetoric. On
the whole, however, I am confident that Agnew is his
own man and speaks his piece largely unmuzzled by
the earthly powers above him.
Who will oppose Agnew in 1976 is largely a matter of
what Ted Kennedy decides to do. If Kennedy runs, this
country will see, what will perhaps evolve into the
dirtiest smear campaign in the nation's history-with
most of the smears being directed at Kennedy. After
all the jokes about drivers' licenses, crossing bridges
and Mary Jo (as well as the valid issues of leadership
and responsibility from whence the cruel humor is
derived) Kennedy may yet emerge victorious. Legends
die hard and being the brother of a legend may be
sufficient to carry Ted Kennedy over the Chappaquidic
bridge and into the presidency.
Outside of an assasin's bullet the only factor that
may effectively stop a determined Ted Kennedy is
George Wallace, running as a Democrat. Wallace is
nearly as popular as Kennedy and may exhaust so
much of the smears and namecalling in his own bid
(more than likely unsuccessful) for the nomination,
that he will allow Agnew and his Republicans to run
against a battered Kennedy in the manner of genial
statesmen.
I have no sympathy for Kennedy. Chappaquidick
should have disqualified him from a lot more than just
Allstate's good driver discount; he should have retired
from private life in disgrace. As it was, his televised
plea for mercy was maudlin-mawkish; his punishment
a mere wrist slap and his refusal to this day to answer
reporters' questions, a near admission of guilt (he has'
a big mouth on almost every other subject). Kennedy
should use as an excuse the fear of assasination, and
thereby he could dignify the office of the president by
not seeking it, unless he enjoys mud wallowing during
the months he will have to campaign.
I realize that it is four years premature, but for what
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the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
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To the Editor,
Last week's Tripod article by Lenny
Goldschmidt discussing Steven Chernaik's
"consistent conservatism" seems to me to
be a blatant example of paranoid reac-
tionarism. In the article Chernaik said that
man is "by nature evil and needs laws to
restrain him." The assertion that man needs
laws to restrain himself has absolutely no
bearing on whether or not man is evil. Most
people would say that laws give order to
society and protection of the people from
powerful radical or reactionary minorities
or majorities. Chernaik states that his
abandonment of the liberal cause came as a
result of student violence during the
protests, singling out the Kent State killings.
He should be reminded that no National
Guardsmen were even injuredi during that
tradgedy.
The comment that "Martin Luther King
was the most dangerous man in this country
in twenty years" clearly points out Cher-
naik's own ignorance of King's philosophies
and actions. Has Steve forgotten that King
was once the recipient of the Nobel Prize for
Peace? Chernaik's criticism of student
protestors on the grounds that "they should
enter the real world" demonstrates his
obliviousness to the worn but important
cause of academic relevancy.
His next point that the high ranking of
crime is a malignant aspect of American
society is absurdly elementary, yet he
states, "There's no reason for the Federal
Government to try and improve the ghetto,"
and calls for the abolition of the minimum
wage laws. Chernaik pronounces a desire
for less government and more free en-
terprise, claiming that in this way the
development of "healthy competition will
lead smart buyers " to sensible purchases.
Without governmental controls, companies
will produce cheap products which present a
reliable facade, thereby exploiting the
uneducated poor to invest their money "in
low quality items. Will he next call for a
repeal of the anti-trust laws?
His McCarthyist fears of communism and
his encouragement of the maintenance of a
large military force is a direct contradiction
to his
 t philosophy that powerful central
government. is harmful to individual
freedom. This contradiction, along with all
his other one sided statements, should show
to all educated people the fact that it is not
enough to comprehend only half of a story
when searching for solutions to problems. I
deeply regret that Chernaik will be
regarded by many as a typical spokesman
for conservatism. In my opinion, he is a





In reading the interview with Steve
Chernaik in last week's Tripod, I found
myself utterly confused over which gem of
wisdom was more intellectually and
morally precarious than the next. Let me
first explain that I have long since aban-
doned my naive faith in the truth of someone
else's sincerity. Sincere, yes Mr. Chernaik,
but Trinity College's reigning political
philosopher, a sad no. As the late Chief
Justic Oliver Wendell Holmes once said,
"Certitude, unfortunately, is no guide to
certainty." Mr. Chernaik, you're just plain
wrong.
What I find particularly appalling is Mr.
Chernaik's stress on the dangers of per-
mitting one's conscience to over-rule law,
calling Nobel Peace Prize recipient Dr.
More Letters
Martin Luther King "the most dangerous
man in this country in twenty years"
because he advocated Civil Disobedience.
Now I well recognize Mr. Chernaik's
revulsion to chaos and lawlessness—a point
to which I heartily ascribe. But as I hope to
prove, no social theory cam dissolve the
tension between one's conscience and the
social order, particularly by an appeal to the
absolute legitimacy of the existing law.
This myth of the absolute legitimacy of
law is an unfortunate irrationality of the
human experience. The concept that op-
position to law has no useful role to play in
the deliverations leading to a decision in our
society is the rather unfortunate legacy of
the early Medieval belief in man's
irritrievably sinful nature (Mr. Chernaik,
this dates you historically). If God is per-
fection and order, it was philosophized, then
all law, in essence, must be a reflection of
God's law. Hence all laws are legitimate
since they reflect God's order.
Those today who believe in the absolute
legitimacy of the law are in the tradition of
the overwhelming majority of the legal
theorists of the early 20th century who
rejected as popycock all theories of natural
law. (Natural laws or laws of reasons are
those broad higher laws such as freedom,
equality and justice that are embodied in
our Constitution and were originally ad-
vocated by conservative philosophers)..
It was this blind acceptance of the
primacy of the positive law (these laws that
the legislatures pass) that ushered in the
totalitarian horrors of this century, the
dictatorships of Russia, Italy and especially
Germany. You have, for instance, the
famous German Legal Philosopher, the late
Gustav Radbruch, a professor of
Jurisprudence at the University of
Heidelberg, who before World War II
criticized as intellectually abstruse and
barren all natural lawphilosophy. It was the
same Dr. .Radbruch, tail between his legs,
who on his very first lecture at the postwar
reopening of the University law school
commented: "There can be laws which are
injust and harmful to such a degree that
their validity, indeed, their legal character
must be denied...There are therefore fun-
damental rules which are stronger than'any
positive law so that a law that is in con-
tradiction with them has no validity. These
fundamental rules are called the laws of
nature or the laws of reason."
Now I am one with Mr. Chernaik who
values democracy and the fundamental
precepts of our country. But it must be
remembered that the laws of our country
are ultimately based on general principles,
the value-laden assumptions of our Con-
stitution. Specific laws in our society were
created to meet the needs of the times. But
times change, moral assumptions change,
but unfortunately laws, by the force of their,
own mystical power, do hot.
Civil disobedience, especially the ex-
tremely conservative and passivistic kind
demonstrated by Dr. King (who by the way,
accepted his "punishment" of going to jail
because he believed in the intrinsic justice
of democratic principles) is one method
among others of bringing rigid,
unresponsive law in line with the attitudes
and moral convictions of the community.
Civil disobedience, as Albert Camus has
suggested, is not only legitimate but it is our
responsibility. While only an active and
pressing social conscience can bring an
individual to full life as a human being, the
responsibility for action of inaction as a
social being is strictly individual, dependent
on one's conscience. Civil disobedience
serves to publicize the plight of the
powerless who, unfortunately, have little
say in the formulation of those laws that Mr.
Chernaik so cheerily deifies.
It is with my deep regret (although with
the growing tolerance of a jaded liberal)
that in this case at least Mr. Chernaik
continues to espouse his philosophy. It is not
conservatism I reject, for at least in this






I lacked the space to defend my stance on
law and civil disobedience in the interview. I
feel compelled, however, to answer your
charges.
I feel that Civil Disobedience of the law is
inexcusable in any society that has provided
for orderly change of the laws within its
Constitution; the United States is a case in
point. The regime that existed in Nazi
Germany as well as the ones that presently
dominate JRussia and China are so atrocious
because the leaders 0/ those countries have
placed themselves above the law: bothGod's
and Man's. Germany never legally sanc-
tioned genocide, suspension of habeas
corpus, secret trials in the name of the
people nor cruel punishments for criticising
the state; neither do the written con-
stitutions of the Soviet Union or of Red
China. Hitler, Stalin, and Mao Tse-Tung
were and are men with a grand, warped
vision of history-a vision they saw and see
as superior to all law or to a system of
checks and balances in governemnt. The
warped vision can only materialize over the
corpses of innocents and over the corpse of
law.
Martin Luther King also saw his grand
vision of history as superior to the law and to
the orderly processes of legal change.
Though he was surely no Hitler, his
glorification of the individual conscience
over the law is compatible to the philosophy
of all tyrants who have exercised their
tyranny in the name of an abstract grand
vision-be it racial purity or brotherly love.
Who knows, James Earl Ray, the assasin,
may have been a philosophical disciple of
Martin Luther King. James Earl Ray may
have seen King's death as serving his own
conscience, and therefore King's murder
became rational and just.
His a large jump from tunch counter sit-
ins to premeditated murder, but did Mr.
King every draw the line? Did he every say
what the proper limits of action were for a
policemen and then decides to kill Rjclw
Nixon in 1970. Perhaps the Panther's con
science is strong and duty bound to murder
but what society can survice if it allowed 1
such a man's conscience to act out to
conclusions. Even if such a man were duly
punished, his right to murder by conscience
mandate would hardly be vindicated.
To justify civil disobedience in short, Ij to
justify lynch law and the Klan, and vigilante
justice and all forms of tyranny. 1 suggest
that Mr. Entine read the OX—BOW IN-
CIDENT. A mob that takes the law into iti
own hands (as was the common action 0/
Mr. King's followers) is no less a threat to
civilization, and no less an affront to
civilized people as a clique of rulers that
chooses to do the same.
Laws are what make us free and protect
us. A society where people hold the low in
contempt is a society of guns and podloclu
and vicious police dogs and scared citizens
huddling behind locked doors. Our great
cities are fast approaching that lawless
state, and law abiding, God/earing citizens
are not to blame. Liberals who glorify civil
disobedience (and thus disrespect for the
law), excuse criminals and make law en-
forcement so difficult for the police, must
assume a generous portion of the blame,
Civil disobedience simply cannot be
tolerated in a country whose basic, core
laws pertaining to life and property are
sound, and which provides an effective,
orderly means for legal change within its
Constitution. In this country, any person
who places himself above the law must be
regarded as a tyrant. Law and its proper
enforcement are the only wall we have to
separate us from the tyranny of evil men
and from the uncivilized jungle. Laws are
the accumulation 0/ all that man knows
about keeping evil men at bay and allowing
innocent people to conduct their lives, as
free from fear and terror as is possible.
Every criminal is a practitioner of Martin
Luther King's philosophy. Those who will
condone civil disobedience, even as it only
pertains to Martin Luther King, will be hard
pressed to condemn any sort of criminal
behavior within a free society. In short they
become mere apologists of anarchy, and
thus they will breach our one great bulwark
from the jungle-namely our laws,
I understand Mr. Entine's position.
Martin Luther King was a great leader~9
tremendous spiritual force both to his black
followers and to America. But in their own
way Mussolini and Hitler were such to their
followers and countries, and like Martin
Luther King first their egos and then finally
their actions superceded the law.
Martin Luther King was never a genocidal
tyrant, but neither has the United States
conscience troubled by America? No one been a fascist tyranny. It would be a pity Va
would doubt the moral soundness of the
German who assasinated Hitler in 1942-but
how about the Black Panther who kills
man who did so much to color America's
soul should finally be remembered for a
legacy of lawlessness. •
Misunderstood.
from page fourteen
Conservatism as a viable and systematic ordering of
beliefs began in this country somewhere around 1932
with the election of Franklin Roosevelt. Meyer
describes this period as the beginnings of a
"revolutionary transformation", a more mild
manifestation of the affliction that paralyzed Europe in
the form of Communism, Naziism and various types of
"the so-called nationalism". This column in the future
will delineate various aspects of this libertarian .
 v
conservatism both as it relates to specific issues and
matters of philosophical division among con-
servatives. Consistency, for its own sake, will not be
sought except so far as any doctrine which professes
"the protection of individual liberty in an ordered
society by limiting the power of government" can hope
to do.
Commuiiity Iiwoivemeiit
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
The state department of Mental Health is
looking for volunteers to work in various
capacities with drug and alcohol dependent
patients. Students are needed to work on a
dragline, weekdays from 4 p.m. to midnight
and Saturday and Sundays from 8 a.m. to
midnight. Volunteers are * also needed to
work at both an outpatient clinic and on a
hospital unit. Dartec, a self help residential
program also is in need of students who are
interested in helping drug dependent
residents overcome their addiction. Anyone
interested in any of the above programs
should contact either Ivan Backer in Mc-
Cook 326 or Sara Laden, 246-9501.
PROJECT ON CORPORATE RESPON-
SIBILITY
This Washington based public interest
group focuses on corporations and their
effects on and responsibilities to society. It
is interested .in taking on students to help
with their programs. Working with this
group would be an opportunity for an open
semester in which experience could be
gained in dealing with government and
corporations.
Anyone interested in finding more about
this opportunity is welcome to contact Ivan
Backer, Director of Community Affairs, 326
McCook Math Physics Center, ext. 310.
TUTOR
Tutors are needed for high school students
at the Bulkeley High School Annex located
at the Moylan Street School, two blocks from
campus. If you have been interested in
tutoring but had a transportation problem,
this may help you out.
Tutoring in most high school subjects is
greatly needed. If interested, contact Sara
Laden, 246-9501.
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN
The Essex Street school needs students to
work as teachers' aides in classes of ap-
proximately 8- emotionally disturbed
children. The hours are from 8:30 - 12;OO
a.m. The school is in walking distance of
Trinity. If your are interested in working at
Essex Street, contact Sara Laden 246-9501.
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER
The Truth, a North End monthly
newspaper, needs assistance in writing and
producing this newspaper which serves the
upper Albany section of the city in par-
ticular and the black community in general.
If you are interested, contact either Ivan
Backer or Sara Laden.
CONNECTICUT CIVIL LIBERTIES
U N I O N : • .••...:" .
Civil rights and liberties are prime con-
cerns of this organization. Students are
needed to watchdog legislation, research
bills, lobby with state senators, and help
produce a newsletter. If interested please
contact either Ivan Backer or Sara Laden.
SAND (South Arsenal) Neighborhood
Development
Sand is an organization with strong grass
roots participation which .operates the
Everywhere SchooL Volunteers canj°>*
with children in the school or on spec»»
projects in housing and the community-
interested, contact Sara Laden or rv»
Backer.
HEALTH
Hartford Hospital is looking— ,- ,
who are concerned with community^—
 n{
Students are needed to identify P™ble"lg
community health, obstacles to I*w«"S.
adequate health care and to «""* *1U
patients in the hospital's ---.
department. If interested contact
Backer or Sara Laden.
If you have any suggestions for.'proj^.
you'd like to get involved in but haven i w*
featured in this column over ™tk£uss
semester, you're welcome to come & a«v ^,
them with either Ivan Backer, Sara uw• ••




LAST DAY OF UNDERGRADUATE
CLASSES - FRIDAY CLASSES HELD
TODAY.
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. - Christmas CoCfee Hour
for College Community sponsored by Office
of Student Services - Wean Lounge.
6:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball - Loomis
- Home.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Room 103, H.L.
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Big Sleep -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - Brandeis -
Home.
9:40 p.m. - Film: The Maltese Falcon -
Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
Wednesday, December 13 *
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
4:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming - Amherst -
Away.
4:00 p.m. - TCC - Senate Room.
4:00 p.m. - Indoor Track Relays - Coast
Guard - Away
4:00 p.m. - TCC - Senate Room.
4:00 p.m. - Indoor Track Relays - Coast
Guard - Away.
4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series -
Symposium: Professor Robert Stewart,
moderator - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Wrestling - Wesleyan - Away.
7:30 p.m. - Hockey - Iona - Home.
7:30 p.m. - Film: Alice's Restaurant -
Cinestudio.-
8:00 p.m. - Bridge Club - Alumni Lounge.
10:00 p.m. - Postludes - Chapel.
8:30 p.m. - Fado Singer - Fernando
Caiado: Portuguese Music - Garmany Hall
Thursday, December 14
7:30 p.m. - Film: Alice's Restaurant -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - University of Connecticut
Drama Department presents: "Tea and
Sympathy" $1.50 with student I.D., $2.00
general admission - A.A.C.
8:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball - Yale -
Away.
9:40 p.m. - Film: The Hospital -
Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
10:00 p.m. - Postludes - Lianne Johnson
Soprano and Connie Shuck, Pianist - Gar-
many Hall
Friday, December 15
5:00 p.m. - Hillel Shabbat and Kiddush -
Goodwin Lounge.
7:30 p.m. and 11:20 p.m. - Film: The
Hospital - Cinestudio.
7:30 p.m. - Wrestling - W.P.I. - Away.
9:30 p.m. - Film: Alice's Restaurant -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - "Tea and Sympathy" (see
Thursday) — A.A.C.
Saturday, December Hi
2:00 p.m. - Fencing - W.P.I. - Away.
7:30 and 11:20 p.m. - Film: The Hospital -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - Yale
Away.
9:30 p.m. - Film: Alice's Restaurant -
Cinestudio
5-7 p.m. - Special Holiday Student Buffet -
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8:00 p.m. - "Tea and Sympathy" (see
Thursday) - A.A.C.
Sunday, December 17
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist Sermon - The
Chaplain - Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass -
Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. ^ Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Film: Nicholas and Alexandra
- Cinestudio.
Monday, December 18
Noon - Trinity Club of Hartford - Com-
mittee Room.
7:30 p.m. - Film: Nicholas and Alexandra
Cinestudio.
Tuesday, December 19
7:30 p.m. - Film: Nicholas and Alexandra
- Cinestudio.
Wednesday, December 20
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
Thursday, December 21
LAST DAY OF GRADUATE CLASSES







(CPS) University officials at
Louisiana's Southern University moved last
week to fire several faculty members
suspected of siding with students in the
conflict which resulted in the deaths of two
black students
University President Leon Netterville,
who has been accused of calling in armed
police to the campus, dispatched dismissal
notices to two professors and is suspected of
dismissing four or five others.
Both professors who have been dismissed
had spoken in support of student demands,
including the firing of Netterville as
university president.
Joseph Johnson, head of Southern's
Physics Department and one of those
dismissed, stated, "Black people know
whose hands are bloody. Let us not for the
. moment be confused."
Johnson termed the dismissals, "a
grotesque and perverted attempt to deflect
blame from this massacre." He also denied
that he had condoned violence, explaining
that "Mr. Netterville knows that I do not
encourage disruption. I simply encouraged
him to resign."
It is rumored that Johnson represented
the student's choice as successor to Net-
terville.
George W. Baker, Jr., assistant professor
of engineering, was the second professor to
be dismissed. Baker had previously ap-
peared before the State Board of Education
on behalf of students involved in the protest.
In related developments, State Attorney
General William Guste announced the
appointment of a biracial committee to
investigate last week's conflict on the Baton
Rouge campus. Guste explained that the
committee would be "above politics and
unbiased" and would be chaired by himself.
According to Guste, the committee will
consist of an equal number of blacks and
whites and would include two students.
Guste said that "Louisiana's image and
self respect as a state-which has as its
motto 'Union, Justice and Confidence'-is at
stake.
"It is therefore imperative," he con-
tinued, "for the well being of our state and in
the interest of public safety and the
protection of individual rights, that there be
a detailed and thorough investigation to find
out who killed those students, how it hap-
pened and why the tragedy occurred."
"But more than this," Guste said, "we
must find ways to prevent this kind of
tragedy from happening again."
Guste stated that all parties involved in
the tragedy, including the governor, would
be subpoenaed before the secret hearings.
Because of the nature of the investigation
Guste explained that the hearings would be
held behind closed doors.
One of the issues to be brought before the
board of inquiry will be the question of who
fired the shots which killed the two students.
Immediately after the students' deaths,
the governor and the local sheriff issued
statements denying that state troopers or
sheriff's deputies fired any weapon into the
crowd of students.
Later, Governor Edwards stated that the
sheriff had led him "down the garden path"
with statements of his department's in-
nocence, and that it was probably that one of
the sheriff's deputies had fired in ex-
citement, killing the two students.
Last week, Edwards retracted his original
retraction, labelling news accounts of his
statement "irresponsible and innacurate."
Edwards explained that his statements
concerning the guilt of the sheriff's
department were delivered off the record
and not for public distribution.
"Even if I was crazy enough to say them,"
the governor explained, "1 wouldn't be
crazy enough to put them on the record."
"What's going to happen in the wake of
that kind of a story?" the governor com-
mented. "It's too great a price to pay for




The New England Board of Higher
Education has announced the publication of
the 1973-74 course offerings open to the
residents of New England through the New
England Regional Student Program.
The Program, in which all the public post-
secondary schools in New England par-
ticipate, allows students to cross state lines
as regional students. Residents qualifying
as regional students pay only in-state tuition
and receive preferred admissions to out-of-
region students.
Courses that are not available at a
resident's home state institutions are of-
fered as a regional program at the out-ofv;
state institution. The two-year_ community
colleges and vocational-technical colleges
and institutes also offer courses to other,
New England residents if the out-otatate
institution offering the desired course is
closer in distance, to the student's residence
than the in-state institution offering; the
same degree program. : ,
The state colleges in New.Englawd offer
two and four-year undergraduate programs
as well as Master's and Certificates of
Advanced Study at the graduate level.
The six state. universities, Lowell
Technological Institute and, beginning with
the 1973-74 academic year,,, Southeaster^
Massachusetts University,1 offer ;;tw!Q%rid;
four-year undergraduate courses and
Master's and Doctoral programs through
the New England Regional Student
•Program.
Three hundred and thirty-one un-
dergraduate degree programs including
some certificate programs are open to
residents of the region for 1973-74 and 273
graduate'degree programs are offered.
Information regarding these expanded
study opportunities is available from high
school guidance offices throughout New
England,., from, the participating in-
stitutions' admissions offices or graduate
offices and from the New England Board of
Higher Education (NEBHE), 40 Grove
Street, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02131.
The undergraduate and graduate of-
ferings are published in two separate
booklets and are available from NEBHE at
$1.25 per copy. These booklets have also
been distributed to high school and college
personnel, as well as public libraries.
Gay Lib Changes Focus
(CPS)--Jim Owles and Arnie Kantrowitz;
members of the New York City Gay Activist
Alliance, a homosexual organization, say
that a "turning inward" will be the new
focus of the gay community.
Owles and Kantrowitz have been touring
the United States and talking with gay
groups and individuals about the problems
they are facing and programs that are being
implemented to improve their lives. Cities
.the two have visited include Chicago,
Madison, Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
An attitude change in dealing with the
establishment has emerged among gay
groups. "Mass demonstrations and con-
frontation are not an effective way of
dealing with the overall harassment and
oppression of the present time," Jim Owles
said. "It is hard to mobilize people for them,
and the public is not responding positively to
demonstrations.'' •• >
The priority for the gay community, as
Owles and Kantrowitz see it, is to strengthen
itself by providing services that its mem-
bers need. Some of the services mentioned
are community centers, half-way houses,
and gay-owned businesses.
Presently, there are two gay community
centers fin Seattlej;-., one ^Minneapolis, and
oiieinLbs Angeles. These centers have been
providing counseling, drug, alcohol and
military help. In addition, they give gays the
opportunity to get together socially in a
relaxed atmosphere without harassment.
According to Kantrowitz and Owles the
goal is to build an openly gay community
that will encourage self-acceptance. As
Kantrowitz puts it, "We don't need any
government to tell us that we exist or don't
exist. We are a reality, and it's up to us to
make it a decent reality."
In Los Angeles, the work being done
within the community has incorporated
large segments of the gay population. Gays
with conservative, liberal, or radical
political leanings have all participated in
the community center's programs.
The Gay Liberation Front, a group that is
still active in some parts of the country, has
associated itself with other left-wing groups.
According to Owles, "The association
alienated many gays who did not hold the
same political views, and not enough at-
tention was paid to the individual needs and
problems of gays."- Owles felt that these
were reasons for a decline in the popularity
of the Gay Liberation Front.
The new inward focus does not mean a
halt in efforts to end sodomy, solicitation
and lewdness laws which have been
primarily used to intimidate gay people.
Nor does it mean an end to demonstrations
on immediate issues of injustice. "What it
means," Kantrowitz said, "is where we are
in^ubstaatial-nurnbers, we don't yoice the
sentiments of the gay community but we
voice the sentiments of the community
because we are the community.?'
Sexes Differ In Courses
There are consistent differences between
the courses chosen by men and women,
according to an enrollment- summary
compiled for Horace Taft, dean of Yale
College.
Apparently, men in general prefer the
sciences while women choose foreign
languages'. In the social sciences and other
'"• humanities,: proportional ehr'ollment is
r o u g h l y e q u a l ; " " ! ' • ' • ' •" :••'••' " • ' •"
But, Taft says, "I don't believe the dif-
ferences; are large enough to stand in the
, way of;increased;coeducation.'' ... •- .-', ,
Taft presented the results with a chart to
the Yale Corporation at its .November
meeting, when the future of coeducation was
supposed to be decided.
Taft said the statistics were compiled in
an effort to project the effect of a changed
sex ratio on departmental loads.
"If it had turned out that women choose
radically different subjects than men do,
further coeducation would present a
problem. It would require a major
redistribution of resources from less used to
more used departments," he explained.
The figures indicate that the substitution
of women for men would have only minor
effects.
Even in engineering, where men enroll
four times as frequently as women, the
substitution of 100 men for 100 women should
result in the loss of only three enrollments
for the department.
"That'situation could be improved if not
eliminated by more effective recruiting,"
Taft asserted. -
 :
The summary indicates that men enroll
more frequently than women in the physical
sciences, administrative science,
economics, and political science.
Women are disproportionately
represented in language studies, art, an-
thropology, art history and the- teacher
preparation program. Also, women are
proportionately more enrolled in college
seminars.
Percentage enrollments in the social
sciences, history, English and biology are
substantially the same for both sexes.
Vet Bill For Women
(CPS)- The new veteran's education law,
signed by President Nixon October 24, in-
cludes liberalized provisions for women,
veterans.
Women veterans no longer will have to
prove that their husbands are disabled and
permanently incapable of self-support in
order for them to receive additional
amounts of Veterans Administration (VA)
education allowance, compensation, and
pension money that men veterans are
. allowed for their Wives/... ., ; ' L
this' provision applies to the GT bill,
vocational rehabilitation, pension, com-
pensations, and dependency and indemnity
compensation.-., (DIG)., which! is paid for
service-connected deaths.
The law also liberalizes the criteria for
paying additional amounts for children who
are in the custody of a veteran and also
awaiting adoption.
Additional benefits may be paid for a child
during the time the child remains in the
custody of a veteran, and prior to the court
decree of adoption by the veteran.
Before this provision had been authorized,
unless there was an intelocutory decree of a
adoption, no payments could be made while
the child was in custody of the veteran until
a final decree of adoption was issued.
Women veterans have already been
receiving the same additional amounts of
VA education allowance and compensation
money payable for children that have been
paid to men veterans.
The new law states that for all VA benefit
purposes, the term "wife" shall also apply
to the husband of a female veteran and the
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Financial Aid Answers
To the Editor:
I would just like to make a few corrections
in the information about financial aid
presented in two articles last week. In Mr.
Chernaik's article:
(1) Funds have been authorized,
primarily loans but some grants as
well, for students for extraordinary
educational expenses, including trips,
art supplies and music lessons. These
have been awarded to both minority
students and white students. The in-
sinuation of misuse of funds here is
definitely unfounded.
(2) The Senate Scholarship is not
restricted to minority students. Both
black and white disadvantaged
students are receiving Senate
Scholarships. The terms disad-
vantaged and minority are not
synonomous.
(3) Loans offered through the College
include, both endowed College loan
funds and federally sponsored
National Direct Student Loans bearing
3W> interest rates. These are allocated
on the basis of need. Guaranteed In-
sured Loans available through banks
are available presently to any strident
regardless of need. The federal
government will subsidize the interest:
on these loans in some cases. Due to
legislative changes last June and
future regulations are uncertain,
however.
(4) A parent's ability to pay is
determined primarily by income.
Assets play some role but are taxed at
a very low rate. For example in a two
parent, two child family where the
income is approximately $15,000 the
expected contribution from the
parents might be $2200, if there were
no assets. In a similar situation but
with assets of $15,000 the expected
parents" contribution would be $2400.
Except to the extent that it would not
increase assets, promiscous spending
would have no effect on what the
parents were expected to pay, nor
would the family with assets be ex-
pected to liquidate them to cover their
contribution.
In Mr. Salonia's article:
(1) $730,000 includes only grant
monies. Loans and jobs are in addition.
Mather Campus Center:
...Sunday, December 24 - Building closes at
5:00 p.m.
Monday, December 25 - Tuesday,
December 26 - Building closed.
Wednesday, December 27 - Friday,
December 29.
Saturday, December 30 - Tuesday,
January 2 - Building closed
Wednesday, January 3 - Friday, January 5
- 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 6 - Sunday, January 7 -
Building closed to activities
Front Desk open (use East Door)
Monday, January 8 - Friday, January 12 -
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed to activities after 4:30 p.m.
Front Desk open (use East Door)
Saturday, January 13 - 8:30 a,m.-ll:00
p.m.
Front Desk open (use East Door)
after 11:00 p.m.
Sunday, January 14 - Regular Hours
Resume.
Telephone Coverage:
Phone coverage will be provided by the
' Campus Switch boardor Mather Campus
Center 24 hours throughout vacation.
Game Room and Bowling Lanes:
Saturday, December 16 - Friday, January
21 - Facilities will be closed.
Saturday, January 22 - Facilities open.
Food Service:
lianilin Hall closes Friday, December 22,
after noon meal and reopens Monday,
January 15.
Cave closes at 11:00 p.m. Friday,
December 22 and reopens Monday, January
8 at 9:00 a.m.
Monday, January 8 - Friday, January 12 -
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, January 13 - 10:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m.
Sunday, January 14 - Resume regular
hours.
Mather Dining Hall - Regular hours
through Sunday, December 17.
Special Schedule
Monday, December 18 - Saturday,
December 23.
Breakfast 7:15 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-l:15 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Meal Tickets honored through Dinner,
Saturday, December 23.
7 Day meal plan for 2nd semester begins
with Dinner, Sunday, January 14.
5 Day meal plan for 2nd semester begins
with Breakfast, Monday, January 15.
NO FOOD SERVICE Sunday, December
24 - Sunday, January 7.
Residence Halls
ALL RESIDENCE HALLS closed 5:00
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HEW PARK PIZZA
72 MEW PARK AVE.
WE DELIVER ANY ORDER
CALL 232-2690
FAST SERVICE













160 New Britain Ave. Easy Walk to Campus.
$150.00 Per Month, Flexible Terms.
Parking, Air Conditioning, Carpeting,
Gas, Water and Heat, included.
See Connie or Woody Eckels, Apt. 303
Or
CALL 527-7098
(2) The College, as such as not "set
aside" funds for preministerial
scholarships. These are endowed
funds, restricted by will.
(3) Preference for the Aetna Life
Insurance is given to disadvantaged
students regardless of' their intention
of entering the insurance business.
(4) The number of seniors receiving
aid is greater than the number of
freshman receiving aid. I don't think
the average grant per student differs
(5) There are a good number of
students at Trinity who can demon-
strate need for assistance but the
College does not have the funds to help
them. Students who receive aid as
entering freshman should not have to
drop out due to lack of funds but we can
not make this promise to all students.
It was a nice thought though.
Robin J.Wassersug
Director of Financial Aid
Wednesday, Jan. 3.
January 3-January 12 Sign in at Mather
Campus Center upon return to campus.
Bookstore and Post Office:
Same schedule as other offices:
Closed Saturday, December 23 - Tuesday,
December 26.
Saturday, December 30-Tuesday, January
2
Special Bookstore Hours:
Wednesday, January 17 - Thursday,
January 18 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 6:30 p.m. -
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 20 - 10:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m.
Monday, January 21 - Tuesday, January
22-9:00a.m. -4:00p.m. 6:30p.m. -7:30p.m.
Ferris Athletic Center:
Tuesday, December 12 - Friday,
December 22
Weekdays: 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Weekends: 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 23 - Sunday, January
14 - Closed
Monday, January 15 - Tuesday, January
16 - 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, January 17 -' Regular
schedule resumes.
Infirmary:
Closed as of December 23 until January
15
Chapel:
Monday-Friday - 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. when
offices are open.
Austin Arts Center
Friday, December 22-Sunday, January 7 -
Building closed.
Monday, January 8 - Friday, January 12-
9:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon. 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday, January 15 - Regular Hours
resume.
Library
Thursday, December 21 - Friday,
December 22 - 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 23 - Tuesday,
December 26 - Building closed.
Wednesday, December 27 - Friday,
December 29 - 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 30 - Tuesday,
January 2 - Building closed
Wednesday, January 3 - Friday, January 5
- 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 6 - Sunday, January 7 •
Building closed
Monday, January 8 - Friday, January 12-
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 13 - Sunday, January
14 - Building closed.
Monday, January 15 - Tuesday, January
16 - 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. .
Wednesday, January 17-Resume Regular
Hours.
Watkinson Library Hours Correspond to
Trinity College Library Hours.
MUSIC
is one of life's main ingredients.
For fine stereo components and














and service, call Ridge Evers:
525-8402
The TRIPOD will print
announcements of com-




must be submitted, typed, to
either Box 1310 or the office
of Seabury 34 by 2 p.m.
Sundays.
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Announcements
Help W«tfeds Married
couples with or without'tjbildreB
to babysit in private •homes,
while parents vacaitei CsU






* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and profes-
sional schools
* Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
•Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
•Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportunityfor review of past
lesions via tape at the center
Special Compact Courses during








Broncho* in Major Citi»x in U.S.A.
Tk< Tutoring S e W Ml* l*» fc«'0A»Mt fttfMlal»«
'Parking'
Alfred A. Garofolo, director of security,
has asked students to use the Ferris Parking
Lot for cars left over the Christmas
vacation.
12-COLLEGE EXCHANGE
Applications for the 12-College Exchange
for 1973-74 are available in the Office of
Educational Services (Dean Winslow).
Applications from present sophomores who
wish to spend their full junior year on ex-
change are preferred. However, others may
apply. Applications are due in the Office of
Educational Services (Dean Winslow).
Applications from present sophomores who
wish to spend their full junior year on ex-
change are preferred. However, others may
apply. Applications are due in the Office of
Educational Services no later than Thur-
sday, 1 February 1973. AH applications, even
those for only the second term of 1973-74, are
due then. On or about Monday, 12 February
1973, each applicant will know whether he or
she can be accommodated for exchange at
the college of his or her first choice.
TRINITY COLLEGE/
QUEZON CITY
Projects through the Open Semester
option may be proposed by students in-
terested in a term of study under the
auspices of Trinity College in Quezon City,
the Philippines. The academic term there is
late June through early November, and this
period would replace the Christmas Term at
Trinity College. Those interested should
contact Dean Winslow or Professor Steele as




Santa Claus comes to Asylum Hill for
Christmas in Sigourney Park, Dec. 14. The
festivities which include caroling and free
refreshments begin at 7:30 p.m. with the
lighting of the tree.
The focal point of the event is the live tree
planted in the park for this occasion and




50% off on all pinas




Opens f am to 1 am every day
except Sunday
across the street from campus
New Britain Avenye
munity residents and various organizations.
Caroling begins with the Choir of Grace
Lutheran Church, followed by Senior Girl
Scout.Troop #343 and at 8:30 by the Asylum
Hill Congregational Church Oratorio Choir.
Programs will be available for anyone who
wishes to sing along.
Everyone is welcome at this old fashioned
community gathering, sponsored by Asylum
Hill Inc.
Those who want to help decorate the 25
foot tree come to the park between 1:30 and
4:30 p.m. that afternoon.
Careers
The Greater Hartford Chamber of
Commerce sponsors an Annual Careers
Conference for college seniors and returning
veterans who are looking for jobs with
Greater Hartford companies. This year, the
conference will be held at the Gengras
Student Center at the University of Hart-
ford, December 26, 27 and 28. In the past,
many students from your college have at-
tended the conference.
Newspaper Fund
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY (December
6,1972) - A revised guide to approximately
$11/2 million in scholarships for journalism
students has been published by the
Newspaper Fund.
The 1973 Journalism Scholarship Guide is
now available at no charge for individual
students, teachers, counselors and parents
desiring information on financial aid to
college students majoring or minoring in
journalism and communications.
The new edition of the annual directory of
journalism aid includes scholarships,
fellowships, assistantships and loans for
more than 2,150 students.
Minority student scholarship information
is also contained in the 1973 Guide, along
with programs and grants for professional
newsmen and journalism teachers.
For more information, write "Journalism
Scholarship Guide," the Newspaper Fund,
P.O. Box 300, Princeton, N.J. 08540. .
Hillel Presents:
December 21-24 for women
December 28-31 for men
AN ENCOUNTER WITH CHABAD
The Lubavitch Youth Organization is
sponsoring this special Shabbat Weekend
with Chasidism; Frebrengen, seminars,
classes workshops. . .in New York. If in-
terested, call Carrie, 246-0461.
Hillel Presents: SHABBAT SERVICES
AND KIDDUSH on December 15, at
Goodwin Lounge, 5:00.
Lady Santa Onji
(CPS)--An Iowa woman, who was rejected
by an Ames shopping center Santa Claus
supplier, will instead be a Santa CJaus in a
New York department store.
"It's not the sex, it's the spirit that's
important," said Cynthia Larson, and
retaliated by filing a sex discrimination
complaint against the company that
rejected her. The company said that the two
men hired instead of Larson were "more
boisterous, ho, ho, ho types."
The regional superviser of an upstate New
York chain of department stores had been
looking for a female Santa Clause in New
York and had just about given up, when he
read a United Press International story
about Larson in the local paper.
"Nobody wanted to be a female Santa in
New York, and we were ready to cancel the
whole thing," said Joseph Bartelli. "When
the story came out, we all said Cindy was
the answer,"
Larson will be paid $5 an hour, "the same
salary we give our top Santas," said Bar-
telli.
In Honolulu, Hawaii, however, the
manager of a shopping center had to fire a
female Santa Claus whom he had hired
"trying to follow the principle of equality."
"The older kids could tell by her finger-
nails," said the manager, explaining why he
fired the woman Santa. "Some of the kids
actually started yelling, 'Santa's a woman!'
while they were sitting on her lap. And some
of the parents were really aghast that we
disillusioned their kids."
New England's Most Unpopular Band:
Patrick Philip Henry
Call 246-6003
Just on Time for Now







We Need Teachers, Farmers, Craftsmen,
Doctors, Lawyers, Nurses, etc.
ACTION Phone:(212)264-7123
90 Church St.
New York, N.Y. 10007 . .
Please send me more information about how I
can become a volunteer. I'm interested mainly in
• VISTA • PEACE CORPS
Name. -Age.
Address.
City/State. -Z ip ,
My occupation/skill is:.
Phone : ..












The Trinity Hockey Team once again
turned in a .500 week as they scored a 5-3
victory over Nichols and absorbed a 6-4
defeat at the hands of Worcester State.
Nichols invaded Glastonbury Arena last
Wednesday night and took the lead at 13:37
of the first period on a solo effort by Ken
Morris.
The Bantams, though, fired home five
unanswered goals in the next 19 minutes to
virtually salt the game away.
The first line was again responsible for.
getting Trinity going as Jim Lenahan got his
fourth goal of the young season and Mark
Cleary his third to give Trin a one goal
margin at the intermission.
Pete Taussig sank a 20-foot screen shot
less than a minute into the middle period to
make it 3-1. The crushing tallies were scored
just 1:12 apart at the 13 minute mark, as
George Finkenstaedt scored from in close
and Nick Brady fired home a 55-foot slap-
shot from the point to make it a big four goal
margin at the end of the second period.
The third period blues hit the Bantams,
though, as they just sat on their lead, putting








Trinity athletes in action — above/ Danny Reese sets himself to return a shot in
Thursday's home match with Navy. Below, Dusty McAdoo returns a shot against her
Vassar opponent Wednesday. And at left, Jim Lenahan watches as his shot sails wide
behind the net in Saturday's encounter with Worcester State.
kicked in a crazy rebound off the boards.
Rinaldi, though, settled things with two
goals within four minutes of each other, and
Degon put on the icing just a minute from
the finish, the last two scores being of the
shorthanded variety at the expense of the
very offensive-minded Trinity power-play.
Carl Norris played a good game, diverting
,46 of 52 shots.
The Bantam's last game before the
Christmas break will be 8:00 tomorrow













































\ At least three sports that we know of at
• Trinity have gone unreported in this issue,
• so —| In varsity squash (see adjoining picture,
p. 22) the Racquetteers were busy men last
week, playing three matches against three
: of the top teams in the nation. Playing
i without their top two seeds, Malcolm
Davidson (who is in Alaska) and Malcolm
MacColl (who is in Rome), they dropped all
three by large margins. MIT defeated the
Bants 8-1, with Dave Shirmer scoring
Trinity's only victory; then Navy and Army
each defeated the Bantams by 9-0. When the
' two missing men are included, the Bants are
rated #9 nationally, but meanwhile they will
struggle.
t The swimming team (and here we mourn
the passing of Toes Ferrari) opened their
•• season with at least one victory over Ren-
sselaer Poly and/or Tufts. Hopefully we will
; have more knowledge of these things in the
; next issue. (Or at least everyone will have
forgotten about it.)
And in freshman basketball, the Bantams
have gotten off to a fast start, winning their
first two games, over Amherst and MIT.
Trinity high scorers in the first game were
Othar Burks (26.points) and Bobby Williams
(17), and Steve Haydasz's 12-foot jumper
with :12 left was the game-winner. High
man in the MIT game was Bo Pickard with
29.
Photo By David Levin
(Above) Mini-mustachioed BUI Fenkel outrebounds MIT'S John Cavalowsky
(left) and John Mills. (Below) Fenkel, in contrast, dives for this ball, beating
Engineer captain Jerry Hudson to the ball.
Vassar,5-2
By Frances Congdon
Last Wednesday the women's squash
team won their first match of the season
against Vassar, 5-2.
Dusty McAdoo and Karen Kahn in first
and second positions, respectively, were the
only players who lost their matches. In
playing a five game match, each girl fought
hard and each match had to be decided by
the fifth game. Both girls faced fairly even
competition and games were won by fairly
close scores.
Other team members had an easier time.
Vicky Tilney in third position, Erica Dumpel
in fourth position, and Tracey Wilson in
seventh position, all managed to beat their
opponents in three games straight. Cinda
Kittredge and Carol Monaghan, in fifth and
sixth positions respectively, also won their
matches, although not quite so easily. .There
are no more matches before Christmas, but
there will be plenty of chances to watch the
team in action after vacation in some of
their remaining home games.
Game scores:
1. Gerrity (V) beat McAdoo (T) 15/11,
10/15, 13/15, 15/9, 15/9
2. Young (V) beat Kahn (T) 15/5, 12/15,
15/7, 13/15, 15/9
3. Tilney (T) beat Siegal (V) 15/10,15/1,
15/10 .
4. Dumpel (T) beat DeWees (V) 15/9,
15/2, 15/8
5. Kittredge (T) beat Smith (V) 15/5,
7/15, 11/15, 15/8, 15/7
6. Monaghan (T) beat McMasters (V)
15/6, 15/9, 5/15, 15/8
7. Wilson (T) beat Laurence (V) 17/14,
18/15, 15/4
(Photo by Levin)
Nichols' belated someback fell short,
fortunately, as the two goals they scored,
including a second one by Morris, were not
enough to overhaul the four goal deficit.
On Saturday, the Bantams hosted an
exceedingly fast Worcester State team lead
by a couple of very talented individual
players. Joe Rinaldi led their heavy
shooting (52 shots, on net compared to
Trinity's meager 24) attack by rifling home
four goals while their stickhandling genius,
Marv Degon, added the other two to account
1
 for all of their scoring.
It took Rinaldi less than three minutes into
the first period to pot his first one, but
Trinity's power play took just 13 seconds of a
Worcester penalty to get that one back as
Mark Cleary clicked from in close.
George Finkenstaedt put the Bantams out
ahead as he slammed home the rebound of a
point-blank shot by Cleary with just 25
seconds showing on the clock.
The visitors came out firing in the second
period and tallied the only score on a 30 foot
slapshot by Degon.
Rinaldi's first of three in the final period
gave Worcester the lead again at the 2:30
mark, but Al Landry countered just 55
seconds later on a typically booming shot
from the point for the Bantam's second
power-play goal of the day. Jeff Ford got the
lead back, as the Worcester goaltender
17 22 39 37 96













An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave. •'-.
CALL COLLECT:
215 - 735-8100
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
A Non-Prolit Organization 24 HOURS
Chicago Killings
An organization called the Chicago Law
Enforcement Study group at Northwestern
University released a report recently which
indicated that Chicagol police kill more
people in the country than any other police
force.
During the 1969-1970 year, there were 79
civilians killed by police in Chicago, more
than in the City of New York which is twice
as large.
The report showed that 79 per cent of those
killed were black, and that a person 25 years
or younger was twice as likely to get shot as
someone over the age of 25.
Fifteen of the 79 cases studied were killed
by off-duty policemen, and over half of these
15 shootings occurred in a bar or just outside
' • • a " ' b a r . . • •: ' . - • •" : • • • . ' • • . . • • •
During the year, charges were brought
against only two policemen.
I IP
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Trinity Hoopsters Bow to Amherst,
Then Recover to Manhandle MIT
By Doug Sanderson
The Trinity Bantams recovered from a
disappointing 73-68 loss to Amherst Wed-
nesday night by trouncing MIT Saturday
night 89-77. The victory was accomplished
with 65 points from Nat Williams, Wayne
Sokolosky and Bill Benkel, and a team
shooting percentage of 56%.
The Amherst game was close the whole
way, and good shooting helped Trin to a
narrow 36-34 halftime lead. The second half
turned into a shooting exhibition between
the Lord Jeffs' Bob LaVigne and the Bants'
Keith Klevan and Bill Fenkel, as LiVigne hit
five hoops from the outside and maneuvered
his way in for three layups against the
sometimes-lax Trinity-defense.
On the other side, Fenkel, wearing contact
lenses in a game for the first time, hit three
of his four second-half shots (after con-
necting on all three first-half shots) and
Klevan six of his ten thalf on layups) as
these two combined for 21 of the Bants' 32
second-half points. .
The lead changed hands five times in the
second half and it was tied twice, at 50 with
12:00 left and at 55 with 8:54 left. But Reese
Couch hit a layup at 3:32 to give Amherst a
64-63 lead which they never relinquished.
The final score represented Amherst's
largest lead of the night.
One main question of the game was why
Sokolosky and Fenkel, two of the team's
hottest shooters of late, spent so much time
on the bench in the second half while Tom
McGuirk, who seemed out of shape due to
recent illness, played almost 1/3 of the
game, It was interesting to note, though,
that Coach Robie Shults' decision to start
Sokolosky at guard in Klevan's place had
the dual benefit of giving Soko more playing
time and giving Klevan a darn good in-
centive to play better, which he did.
Trinity had all five starters in double
figures, led by Fenkel and Klevan with 15
apiece, and they shot an excellent 48% as a
team. Amherst shot 44% and was led by
LaVigne's 25 points.
The difference in the game was reboun-
ding, however, as the Bants lost out here, 51-
39. Amherst's Dave Margulies, a 6-6 senior
center, had 15 rebounds.
Saturday night's game was totally dif-
ferent once the Bantams got rolling. In the
early goings, the Engineers' freshman
hotshot Campbell Lange was. hot, and his
five-for-seven shooting led MIT to a 17-12
lead. Trinity owned the rest of the game.
From that point, Fenkel and Sokolosky hit
for 10 of Trinity's 16 consecutive points,
many of them set up by the passing of Jim
Sumler, to put the Bantams up at 28-17 with
7:40 left in the half. Sokolosky had started
the game at forward in place of the injured
Ron Waters, so Keith Klevan was back at his
playmaking guard spot, and he responded
with style.
With Nat Williams beating his man for
layups almost at will, Klevan and Sumler
setting up the offense for good shots and
freshman Sokolosky moving well without
the ball and shooting well with it, Trinity
coasted to a 43-33 lead at the half. In addition
to playing a good shooting game, the Bants
had a remarkable total of only 2 turnovers in
the half,
The second half was merely more of the
same as the final statistics showed only
Sumler shooting under 50% from the field.
Sokolosky keyed a tough Trinity zone
defense in the second half, starting it off
with a steal and a resulting basket, then
blocking an MIT shot.
The Bantams then did whatever they
wanted. Williams continued to make min-
cemeat of his defenders, Klevan continued
to do an impressive job of guiding the of-
fense, and Sokolosky hit five of his six shots
as Trinity built up an 85-68 lead with 2:23 left
in the game. Then Shults brought in his
second-liners to gain some game time.
Williams ended with ieam-highs of 24
points and 11 rebounds. Sokolosky had 22
points, Fenkel 19 with 9 rebounds, and
Klevan 14. Led by Soko's 10 for 13, Trinity
shot 56%. MIT's Campbell Lange ended with
28, while fellow freshman John Cavalowsky
had 15. The Engineers shot a respectable
43%, which is especially good considering
that only two of their buckets came on
layups.
The Bantams, who managed to connect on
lonly 36% of their shots last year, are
currently well over 40% for the year, despite
their opening-game victory in which they
shot only 32%. But their foul-shooting has
been over 70% in only one game, and against
MIT it was an atrocious 50%. Only Fenkel
has been consistent from the charity stripe;
this is a problem that could cost the Ban-
tams some close games.
In raising their record to 2-2 the Bantams
have shown that they are a team to watch,
and perhaps if the Trinity students did, it
would help the team's spirit. When less than
10% of the student body is in attendance at
home games, the situation is absurd.




7 1 15 Klevan
1 0 2 Waters
4 3 11 Sumler
6 3 15 Fenkel
0 0 0 McGuirk
7 0 14 Soktflosky
3 5 11 Williams Margulies 3 4 ,„
" Haggerty 0 o o
28 12 68 TOTALS
 3 , „ „
AMHERST
B F P|
Hlxon 0 0 o
Smalls 2 o 4 I
Petrides 5 3 13
Couch 4 0 s
LaVlgnel 12 1 25








































































































Al Landry (#19), Trinity co-captain
and anchorman of the l«Ba j i» •
Mainline Defense, is seen here m
Wednesday's game against N cnois
beginning a rush op the ice. in me
background are the other two members
of the Mainline Defense, freshman
Mark Henderson and goalie Ca
'Nurd' Norris. The Bants w o t h .
game 5-3, but were up against bet*
opposition Saturday against Worcester
SMta College (a team complet, w j
their very own Roly Poly Gol' •JJ
Rinaldi),and fell,6-4. Landry ead•,«*
team in penalty minutes with 22. Story,
p.22.
Photo By David Levin
